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Teaching Ethics: Care, Think and Choose
Teaching Ethics: Care, Think and Choose is the perfect guide
to teaching your own students ethical thinking throughout the
school curriculum, through the integration of ethical questions
in the teaching of English, society and environment, drama
and mathematics. Written by practising classroom teachers,
it provides a wealth of practical classroom techniques and
explanations of ethical strategies to use with all students.
Teaching Ethics helps you develop your students&rsquo; abilities to identify moral issues, to reason well about moral issues,
to make sound moral choices and to communicate effectively
within a group. The lessons it teaches will help students in all
areas of school, but the results will last a lifetime.

HB2547 • $24.95
9781742392547
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Data Dynamics: Aligning Teacher Teams,
School, and District Efforts

Essentials for Principals: Data-Based
Decision Making

Edie Holcomb • 9781743300695

Edie Holcomb • 9781743303351

Data can be a dynamic force for change at the classroom,
school and district levels, but improvement depends on which
data are examined and how they are used. Data Dynamics
charts the course for actionable data by providing important
strategies, information and protocols. Using this information,
data teams can then gather appropriate data, identify areas
for improvement and more effectively help all students
succeed.

Data-Based Decision Making empowers primary principals
to become more knowledgeable about using data in their
leadership responsibilities. It advocates deep examination of
data with a framework of three questions to investigate and
eliminate the obstacles that stand in the way of effective data
use: What data are you looking for? How will you ﬁnd the data?
How will you use the data? Principals will learn how to use
data to clarify decisions, identify solutions, reach struggling
learners, strengthen instruction, target resources more
effectively and re-examine their own role as school leader.

SOT0695 • $32.95
SOT3351 • $29.95
Leaders of Learning: How District, School
and Classroom Leaders Improve Student
Achievement

Effective Supervision: Supporting the Art
and Science of Teaching
Robert Marzano, David Livingston, Tony Frontier • 9781742391465

Like in his landmark book The Art and Science of Teaching,
Robert Marzano and his co-authors once again make a
deﬁnitive case based on extensive research. Find out what it
takes to create a teacher supervision and evaluation system
that’s more apt to lead to higher student achievement,
including: *Five school-level conditions that are essential to
systematically developing teacher expertise. *Four domains
of teaching practice that provide a focus for instructional
improvement. *Five ways to provide teacher feedback that
avoids the pitfalls of a checklist approach.

Richard DuFour, Robert Marzano • 9781742391519

For many years, the authors have been fellow travelers
on the journey to help educators improve their schools.
Their ﬁrst coauthored book focuses on district leadership,
principal leadership, and team leadership, and addresses
how individual teachers can be most effective in leading
students—by learning with colleagues how to implement the
most promising pedagogy in their classrooms.

SOT1519 • $27.95
110019 • $29.95

Finding Your Leadership Focus

Developing Connective Leadership:
Successes With Thinking Maps

Douglas Reeves • 9781742391649

Identifying a speciﬁc set of leadership practices that are
more strongly associated with improvements in student
achievement, Reeves provides explicit guidelines for how
school leaders can improve their most critical leadership
decisions by simultaneously engaging in three essential
strategies: monitoring teaching and leadership practices,
building high degrees of efﬁcacy among staff members
and focusing on a smaller number of priorities. Finding Your
Leadership Focus is essential reading for principals, teacher
leaders and PLC book study groups.

Larry Alper, Kimberly Williams, David Hyerle • 9781743300459

If our best thinking comes by making connections and building
patterns, then what would these patterns look like, and what
might they be based on ask the authors. Most importantly, how
could they be used? Developing Connective Leadership shows you
how Thinking Maps are an efﬁcient and eloquent language that
can be used to explore and reveal ideas, thought processes, and
intentions. By creating visual representations of thought, leaders
create shared understandings and foster connections among staff.
Explore how schools have used the Thinking Maps process to
create strong collaborative bonds and facilitate shared leadership.

TCP1649 • $27.95

SOT0459 • $27.95
Leading School Change: 9 Strategies to
Bring Everybody on Board

The Brain and Strengths Based School
Leadership

Todd Whitaker • 9781742399867

Sheryl Feinstein, Robert Kiner • 9781742391526

New from acclaimed speaker and bestselling author Todd
Whitaker (What Great Teachers Do Differently, Dealing with
Difﬁcult Parents), Leading School Change provides principals,
assistant principals, district superintendents, and other
educators with concrete steps for getting colleagues to
champion and work toward the changes you want to make.
Drawing from years of experience working with leaders at
the school and district levels, Whitaker shares nine speciﬁc
strategies for overcoming resistance, building cooperation and
recruiting hands-on help.

Author Sheryl Feinstein demonstrates how educational leaders can
apply a popular business prototype of leadership strengths and the
latest brain research to lead effectively. This book, outlines four
leadership styles—executer, relationship builder, inﬂuencer, and
strategic thinker—and shows how to recognise and capitalise on
these styles in order to: *Create a positive school culture *Mentor and
supervise teachers *Keep track of standardised testing and much more.
The authors connect current cognitive research with the challenges
of educational leadership, using vignettes and discussion questions to
make clear the links between neural wiring, learning, and leading.

EYE9867 • $32.95

CO1526 • $37.95
Problem-Solving Tools and Tips for
School Leaders

Essentials for Principals: Effective
Program Evaluation, Second Edition

Cathie West • 9781742399942

Dawn Billings, Mardale Dunsworth • 9781742393803

In this book, award-winning educator Cathie West teaches readers
how to conﬁdently prepare for and respond to the challenges
that come with being a school leader. Derived from professional
experience and extensive research, the strategies can be put to
work exactly as described or adapted to ﬁt the unique situations
that educators face in their schools. With more than thirty years
of experience as a school principal, West provides tips for teacher
leaders striving to expand their skills, brand new administrators
looking for guidance, and experienced principals confronting the
unfamiliar or looking for fresh problem-solving ideas.

Educators and administrators are increasingly coming to
realize the importance of making decisions based on reliable,
accurate data. It is not always clear how to gather that data,
however, or what to do with the data once they have been
collected.Effective Program Evaluation provides a clear
and easily implemented blueprint for evaluating academic
programs, practices, or strategies.

SOT3803 • $21.95

EYE9942 • $37.95
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Assessment for Learning: An Action Guide
for School Leaders, 2nd Edition + CD

The Principal as Leader of Challenging
Conversations

Stephen Chappuis, Jan Chappuis, Judy Arter, Rick Stiggins
• 9781741707113

Ontario Principals’ Council • 9781741703931

The Principal as Leader of Challenging Conversation features
all the skills you need for navigating high-stakes ineractions
with staff, parents, students, and steering them towards
win-win solutions. Case studies throughout the book identify
the risk areas and provide the steps to mastering techniques
for • Active listening • Providing effective feedback •
Problem solving • Assertive communication • Staying calm •
Mediation Also included are scripts, sample dialogues, style
inventories, checklists and resources for practicing skills
learned from the case studies.

This action guide is designed to help educational leaders review
and reﬁne their vision of excellence in assessment, examine
what conditions are already in place and determine what
conditions are still lacking that are necessary to achieve that
vision. Leaders will learn the skills and knowledge needed to
support that vision and then chart a path designed to turn that
vision into reality. This award-winning book helps teachers and
leaders apply the principles of assessment for learning, based
on continuing learning about sound assessment practices.

ETS7110 • $55.00

CO3931 • $29.95
Having Hard Conversations

Building Strong School Cultures: A Guide
to Leading Change

Jennifer Abrams • 9781742391205

For many educators, confronting a colleague about a workrelated issue can be a daunting matter. This insightful book helps
educators speak with clarity and courage to directly address
difﬁcult situations within their schools. This book provides an
interactive, personal approach to mastering the art of challenging
conversations. The author’s step-by-step strategy addresses a wide
range of situations, including communication with supervisees,
peers and supervisors. Emphasising that initiative and preparation
are the keys to a successful conversation. By addressing important
issues directly and professionally, educators can ﬁnd selfempowerment and promote an open, healthy school environment.

Sharon Kruse, Karen Seashore Louis • 9781742392769

The authors call on principals to create a viable, sustainable
school culture using organisational learning and trust to
involve the professional community and to affect teaching and
learning. The authors examine schools that have achieved
lasting cultural change and present practical strategies
for • Diagnosing and shaping a school culture • Revising
leadership functions to broaden decision-making processes •
Rethinking organisational structures • Supporting continuous
improvement while ensuring stability

CO2769 • $35.00

CO1205 • $32.95
Unmistakable Impact: A Partnership Approach
for Dramatically Improving Instruction

The Adaptive School: A Sourcebook for
Developing Collaborative Groups, 2nd Edition

Jim Knight • 9781742398440

Robert Garmston, Bruce Wellman • 9789337602781

This book simpliﬁes the process for becoming an Impact School
through targeted, consistent professional learning that is done
with teachers, not to teachers. Award-winning author Jim Knight
describes how to translate all staff members’ joy of learning into
high-leverage practices that achieve dramatic student outcomes.
Helpful resources include tangible tools and reproducibles for use
by principals, workshop leaders, professional learning communities
and instructional coaches. When everyone learns, every
student receives excellent instruction every day in every class.
Unmistakable Impact provides the road map to remarkable results.

Expanded and updated, this new edition of one of the most
popular resources for school change now comes with a useful
CD-ROM containing 150 facilitation strategies. Placing inquiry
at the center of effective change, The Adaptive School gives
readers the tools they need to bring about genuine school
improvement and to learn to use and incorporate them into
practice. This book also includes an extremely useful problem
locator that helps deﬁne problems and identify strategies to
deal with them.

The Moral Imperative Realized

The Challenge of Change: Start School
Improvement Now! Second Edition

CGP0278 • $95.95

CO8440 • $49.95

Michael Fullan • 9781742398433

Award-winning author and educational reform expert Michael
Fullan takes the subject of moral leadership to the next level
by showing how to put change into practice at the local and
systemic levels. He explains how the combined forces of
shared leadership make the difference, and outlines proven
ways to create a culture of moral leadership and drive change
with school leaders. School leaders and principals must
answer the call to drive the change our children deserve. This
invaluable resource will inspire, educate and provide a map
for blazing the trail to success.

Michael Fullan • 9781742392639

Explore the theories and leadership and implementation
strategies behind educational reform and address the
concerns that have led to the current school change
movement. Specially designed for principals, administrators
and school board members, this book features notable
experts including Richard Elmore, Andy Hargreaves, Elizabeth
City, Pedro A. Noguera, Carmel Crévola, Jim Knight and Ken
Leithwood; provides practical implementation examples for
tri-level reform; and looks at the essential role that hope and
emotion can play in the change process.

CO8433 • $25.95
CO2639 • $49.95

SOT6231 • $32.95
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Leadership 180: Daily Mediations on
School Leadership

Leading a Learning Organisation: The
Science of Working With Others

Dennis Sparks • 9781742396231

Casey Reason • 9781742396248

These short reﬂections contain a quote, discussion on the
meaning, and ﬁnal translation into a powerful “Today I will…”
statement that integrates the reﬂection into daily practice. These
core leadership practices enable transformational change that
begins with leaders and radiates throughout the organisation.
The number 180 serves a meaningful dual purpose. It
represents the number of days in the traditional school year as
well as the dramatic change in direction that can occur when
leaders alter their beliefs, deepen their understanding of key
ideas and practices, and develop new habits.

Leading a Learning Organisation examines the role that
emotion plays in school cultures and how current demands
for rapid change and accountability contribute to levels of fear
and stress. Dr Reason draws on educational, psychological
and neuro-scientiﬁc research to show how leaders can
change the prevailing emotional climate or tone of a school to
promote deeper learning at all levels. Principals and teacher
leaders learn how to overcome obstacles to improve the
emotional climate of schools, as well as explore the beneﬁts
of collaboration in building deep organisational learning.

SOT6248 • $32.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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Breakthrough

Realization: The Change Imperative for
Deepening District-Wide Reform

Carmel Crevola, Peter Hill, Michael Fullan • 9781741704556

Breakthrough presents a revolutionary new approach to
educational reform, breaking away from the conventional
paradigm to help educators create focused instruction,
transform the classroom experience, and dramatically raise
– and sustain – performance levels for students and teachers
alike. This book provides the breakthrough concepts needed
for developing precise, validated, data-driven instruction
personalised to each and every student. Breakthrough
establishes the tipping point for moving towards personalised,
high-quality instruction and learning in the classroom to ensure
continuous improvement and ongoing academic success.

Lyn Sharratt, Michael Fullan • 9781742393513

Written by an experienced administrator who accomplished
district-wide improvement on the ground and an
internationally-recognised expert in large-scale education
reform, this compelling book outlines a step-by-step approach
to implementing lasting, positive changes across an entire
district. Readers will ﬁnd: a wealth of school-speciﬁc strategies
that support effective assessment and instructional practices to
improve students’ fundamental academic skills; do’s and don’ts
from improvement programs; and guidance on implementing
program assessment and establishing accountability.

CO4553 • $39.95

CO3513 • $32.95
Motion Leadership: The Skinny on
Becoming Change Savvy

All Systems Go
Michael Fullan • 9781742393766

Changing whole education systems for the better, as
measured by student achievement, requires coordinated
leadership at the school, community, district and government
levels. Based on Michael Fullan’s work with school districts
and systems in the United States, United Kingdom and
Canada, this resource lays out a comprehensive action plan
for achieving whole system reform. System-wide reform
becomes possible when educational leaders build collective
capacity and where teachers, schools and districts commit to
working together to increase their effectiveness, rather than
competing against one another.

Michael Fullan • 9781742393520

Michael Fullan, working with effective change leaders, provides
the skinny on motion leadership, or how to “move” individuals,
institutions and whole systems forward. Cycling from practice to
theory and back again, this easy-to-read book offers examples
from Fullan’s global experience to help readers understand
problems and work with change, mobilise peers to collaborate,
specialise in capacity building, promote learning as the work of
individuals and organisations, make progress and performance
results transparent, earn trust by demonstrating integrity and
competence, and enable others to become motion leaders.

CO3766 • $29.95

CO3520 • $29.95
Leadership Sustainability: System
Thinkers in Action

Learning Places: A Field Guide for
Improving the Context of Schooling

Michael Fullan • 9781741704587

Clif St Germain, Michael Fullan • 9781741704594

Leadership & Sustainability provides a comprehensive
examination of what leaders at all levels of the educational
system can do to pave the way for large-scale, sustainable
reform. Linking abstract concepts to concrete examples,
this groundbreaking work deﬁnes an agenda for the system
thinker in action, including eight elements of sustainability
that can be applied to any public service or corporate
institution. Leadership & Sustainability is an engaging and
powerful book from one of the world’s leading authorities on
school change.

Learning Places is organised to make learning contagious
throughout the school. This user-friendly guide helps
create a culture of learning that promotes the simultaneous
development of students, teachers and parents—addressing
speciﬁc ways to maximise study groups, student data,
classroom walk-throughs and more. Issuing a call to action for
all educational communities, this easy-to-use manual offers
a visionary yet grounded approach to revitalise educators and
re-energise their efforts for meaningful, lasting reform.

The Moral Imperative of School
Leadership

What’s Worth Fighting for in the
Principalship? Second Edition

Michael Fullan • 9781741703399

Michael Fullan • 9781741708257

Michael Fullan examines the moral purpose of school
leadership and its critical role in ‘changing the context’ in
which the role is embedded. In this bold step forward, Fullan
calls for principals to become agents as well as beneﬁciaries
of the processes of school change. In an effort to make the
position more rewarding and exciting, he shifts the principal’s
role from one of a site-based superman or superwoman, and
recasts it as one in which principals ﬁgure prominently both
within the school and within the larger school system that
surrounds them.

With a sense of urgency that will spur principals into action,
this book provides more concrete examples from the ﬁeld
to reﬂect a new agenda for school leaders. In this edition,
Michael Fullan incisively characterises the current state of
the principalship and furnishes updated Action Guidelines
to help principals work for meaningful change. This edition
will help principals ﬁght for: Deep and creative learning
for all students—not just minimum competency in tested
achievement.

Assessing Educational Leaders, Second Edition

Inspire, Motivate, Collaborate: Leading
with Emotional Intelligence

CO4596 • $55.95

CO4588 • $40.00

TCP8257 • $18.95

CO0339 • $32.95

Douglas Reeves • 9781741708271

This book provides the information and the tools needed
to successfully evaluate all types of educational leaders,
and improve individual and organisational performance.
Incorporating the 10 Dimensions of Leadership, this resource
is based on research, theory and best practices in leadership,
organisational effectiveness and personnel evaluation. It
focuses on three critical concepts of leadership: The impact of
leadership on student achievement, equity and staff morale;
the role of personal predispositions and acquired knowledge
skills on effectiveness; and how evaluation can be used to
improve performance.

CO8273 • $50.00

CAT003

Bobby Moore, Douglas Reeves • 9781742390963

Emotional Intelligence has become a staple of highly effective
leaders who want to lead schools where teachers want to teach
and students want to learn. In Inspire, Motivate, Collaborate:
Leading with Emotional Intelligence, author Bobby Moore,
describes how school leaders can establish successful
relationships, lead change, and deal with emotions in turbulent
times, to cultivate cultures of excellence in their learning
communities. Case studies, self- and staff assessment tools and
guided questions for study and reﬂection make this a complete
self-study guide to Emotional Intelligence.

NM0963 • $29.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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Leading Change in Your School: How to Conquer
Myths, Build Commitment, and Get Results

The Learning Leader: How to Focus
School Improvement for Better Results

Douglas Reeves • 9781742392806

Douglas Reeves • 9781741708370

Using real examples of primary and secondary schools that
have moved change from rhetoric to reality, a giant in the ﬁeld
of school leadership explains how teachers and administrators
everywhere can make sure change efforts lead to better
results. Whether your school needs to improve literacy, inspire
great teaching, increase attendance, reduce dropout rates,
reform assessment or reach any other accountability, let
Douglas Reeves equip you with what you need to succeed.
These lessons have been learned from the author’s work with
thousands of schools around the world.

The Leadership for Learning Framework challenges readers to
consider that student achievement is more than test results.
When the focus is on test scores, leaders fail to measure and
understand the importance of their own actions, and they
are encouraged to look deeper into their results and become
“Leading” educators, who achieve high results and understand
how their actions inﬂuence their success. Incorporating
leadership maps, and crammed with leadership tips, The Learning
Leader will help readers reconceptualise their leadership role and
motivate their colleagues to be better educators for their students.

105151 • $29.95

109019 • $19.95
Working With Difﬁcult & Resistant Staff

Data-Enhanced Leadership

John Eller, Sheila Eller • 9781742399737

Robert Cole, Paul Houston, Alan Blankstein • 9781742395074

Working With Difﬁcult & Resistant Staff includes helpful
scenarios based on real-world experiences of principals
and other school leaders. Readers will be able to identify
the different kinds of resistant individuals—underminers,
contrarians, on-the-job retirees, resident experts and
more—and to confront and manage each type of behaviour
so that all staff can thrive in a focused, positive, collaborative
environment. The book includes helpful exercises and
templates for leaders to use in their planning, and each
chapter has reﬂective leadership questions.

Data-Enhanced Leadership demonstrates how educational
leaders can apply data strategically to strengthen school
leadership and signiﬁcantly improve professional learning,
students’ learning experiences and schoolwide performance.
This compact book combines research, practice and
innovative thinking to help readers determine what kind of
data they need and how to use their ﬁndings to: create a
culture of professional inquiry that drives staff development;
redeﬁne curriculum, instruction and assessment in standardsbased classrooms; raise student achievement; and regularly
ﬁnetune the decision-making process.

SOT9737 • $32.95
CO5074 • $37.95

Everything School Leaders Need to Know
About Assessment

Leading Through Quality Questioning
Beth Dankert Sattes • 9781742392943

Quality questioning is a process for engaging individuals in
reﬂection, critical thinking and collaboration. The authors
demonstrate how questions, not answers, drive school
improvement and growth for a learning community. This
handbook for school and regional leaders applies the principles
of the best-selling book Quality Questioning to four critical
leadership functions: maximising individual and organisational
capacity; mobilising individuals and groups to build ownership
and commitment across a community; mediating conﬂict by
helping individuals ﬁnd common ground and focus on shared
purpose; and monitoring progress towards identiﬁed goals.

W. James Popham • 9781742395913

Readers will come away with crucial understandings
that allow them to lead assessment of learning, meet
accountability requirements, and communicate knowledgeably
about accountability and test results with students, parents,
the media, and the public. Using plain language, a witty and
engaging writing style, and practical examples. Everything
School Leaders Need to Know About Assessment is a concise,
authoritative guide to a topic that all educational leaders must
understand in these critical times.

CO5913 • $39.95

CO2943 • $32.95
The School Leadership Triangle: From
Compliance to Innovation

Essentials for Principals: Mobile Learning
Devices

Paul Kimmelman • 9781742395685

Kipp Rogers • 9781742392295

Leaders must create conditions that foster innovative
solutions to perennial problems and engage all educators
in systemic reform. Paul L. Kimmelman creates a triangular
framework for improving education based on policy
compliance, effective leadership and innovation. With
practical examples from business and education. The
School Leadership Triangle provides leadership teams with
a solid foundation for discussing key issues that can lead
to substantive improvements in schools and regions while
addressing the challenges of educational policies.

In Mobile Learning Devices,the author helps educators confront
and overcome their fears and doubts about using mobile learning
devices (MLDs) such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants,
MP3 players, handheld games and digital audio players in
classrooms. Mobile Learning Devices explains what mobile learning
is, how to mitigate the potentially negative effects of MLDs through
acceptable-use policies, and how to use MLDs to enhance and
expand learning of core content, 21st century skills and the National
Educational Technology Standards (NETS). The book also explores
the implications and potential of MLDs for future instruction.

CO5685 • $49.95

SOT2295 • $21.95
Developing Teacher Leaders, Second Edition
Frank Crowther, Leonne Hann, Margaret Ferguson •
9781742393469

Teacher leadership is a transformative process that can drive
school and community reform. This revised edition of the
groundbreaking bestseller builds on current research to help
teachers and administrators work together to foster, develop
and support teacher leadership. Principals and staff developers
will learn how collaborating with teacher leaders can result
in signiﬁcantly improved school outcomes. With the ‘Teachers
as Leaders Framework’, teachers can become leaders who
facilitate communities of learning, strive for pedagogical
excellence, confront barriers and nurture a culture of success.

CO3469 • $59.95
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Awakening the Sleeping Giant: Helping
Teachers Develop as Leaders, Third Edition
Gayle Moller, Marilyn Katzenmeyer • 9781742393049

This exceptional, teacher-focused resource discusses three
factors critical to stepping into a leadership role: sustaining
teacher leadership relationships between adults in the school,
organisational structures and the actions of the principal.
Katzenmeyer and Moller also discuss the challenges that
many teachers face, including: deciding to accept a leadership
role, building principal--teacher leader relationships,
working with peers and facilitating professional learning for
themselves and others.

CO3049 • $49.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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Data Wise: A Step-by-Step Guide to Using
Assessment Results to Improve

Critical Technology Issues for School Leaders
Susan Brooks-Young • 9781741705706

Well-known technology specialist and consultant Susan
Brooks-Young emphasises that incorporating effective, regular
use of technology as a tool for teaching and learning is
imperative if we want to “stay in the game”. In this new book,
Brooks-Young gathers her most popular and insightful work
into a collection of practical technology strategies for issues
most critical to busy school leaders. The book is organised
into the following four sections, each focusing on a different
aspect of technology leadership.

Richard Murnane, Kathryn Parker Boudett, Elizabeth City • 9781891792670

Data Wise: A Step-by-Step Guide to Using Assessment Results
to Improve Teaching and Learning presents a clear and
carefully tested blueprint for school leaders. It shows how
examining test scores and other classroom data can become
a catalyst for important schoolwide conversations that will
enhance schools’ ability to capture teachers’ knowledge,
foster collaboration, identify obstacles to change, and enhance
school culture and climate. The rich experience of the
contributors is reﬂected in the complexity and realism of the
case studies that illustrate each chapter.

CO5703 • $45.95
Developing Sustainable Leadership

HEP2670 • $69.95

Brent Davies • 9781741703986

This book brings together eleven outstanding writers to
provide insights, frameworks, and ideas on sustaining school
leaders and developing values-based leadership to counter
existing short-term management solutions. The authors
contributions take leadership thinking to the next level, help
empower school leaders, and make this book a key source of
strategies, insights, and frameworks for anyone involved in
sustaining high-quality leadership.

Differentiated School Leadership
Beth Russell, Jane Kise • 9781742392646

How can you help your leadership team collaborate and
resolve conﬂicts in ways that improve student achievement?
The authors demonstrate how understanding of personality
types and individual leadership styles can help school
leaders and team members understand one another’s
working preferences, work from individual strengths, uncover
new areas for development, and distribute leadership
responsibilities more effectively. This text provides:
descriptions of leadership styles; ways to build a team;
strategies for coping with leadership stress; a model for
problem solving.

SA3980 • $49.95
District Leadership That Works: Striking
the Right Balance
Timothy Waters, Robert Marzano • 9781742393452

District Leadership that Works explores the research that proves
district leadership does have an impact on student achievement in
the classroom. It also offers research-based recommendations for
setting and monitoring nonnegotiable goals for achievement and
instruction at district and school levels. While districtdeﬁned goals
are essential, effective leadership involves a collaborative effort
among schools, teacher unions, students and community members.

CO2646 • $50.00
Effective School Leadership: Developing
Principals through Cognitive Coaching
Carolee Hayes, Jane Ellison • 9781741700695

The challenges of the principalship are evolving, demanding
a new skill set for leaders. In Effective School Leadership:
Developing Principals through Cognitive CoachingSM, Ellison
and Hayes set forth a practical guide to assist systems in
responding to the critical need for leadership development.
This practical guide offers a rationale for new ways of thinking
about principal development. It includes a rich explanation of
Cognitive CoachingSM principles. Model conversations offer
authentic samples of principal coaching. The reader has the
opportunity to explore the metacognition of a principal’s coach.

SOT3452 • $39.95
Finding Your Leadership Style: A Guide
for Educators
Jeffrey Glanz • 9781741013320

The most comprehensive, in-depth guide yet on leadership
styles in education now makes it much easier for educators
to identify and actualise their natural leadership style.
Questionnaires, self-help activities and a multitude of other
strategies encourage educators at every level to stretch their
leadership capacities and recognise the leadership potential in
themselves and others. Understanding the natural leadership
qualities and virtues helps teachers to create an educational
environment that is characterised by excellence.

CG0698 • $42.95
Future-Focused Leadership: Preparing
Schools, Students and Communities for
Tomorrow’s Realities

102115 • $25.95

9781741709421 • Gary Marx

Here’s a book that gives you the vision you need to be a
future-focused leader. Drawing from demographic trends
and timeless wisdom, Gary Marx outﬁts you with a strategy,
including: 16 trends that profoundly affect education, 8 ways
to scan your environment and stay in touch with the world
around you, a plan for setting priorities based on probabilities,
a 4-step issue management process, and 16 activities that
form an effective, future-focused communications system.

From Idea to Exit: The Entrepreneurial
Journey
9781743300183

While most small business books cover niche components
of the start up model, From Idea to Exit tackles the entire
entrepreneurial journey from the initial seed idea through a
well-planned exit strategy.Small business activist and advocate
Jeff Weber uses his own success story to frame a practical call
to action for those who dream of taking that ﬁrst big step. Weber
sets out to answer fundamental questions for anyone who has
had a new business idea:

105009 • $29.95
ISTE’s Technology Facilitation and
Leadership Standards

SOT0183 • $49.95

Traci Redish, Jo Williamson • 9781742390970

The Connected Educator: Learning and
Leading in a Digital Age

The standards in the book provide a comprehensive portrait,
complete with sample performance tasks, of what technology
facilitators and leaders must do to ensure successful
technology use in classrooms. With each chapter dedicated to
a single standard, the authors provide insight, advice and tips
for every level of facilitator and school leader. If you intend to
simply increase your skills and competencies or go further,
this practical step-by-step guide provides everything you
need not only to understand the standards, but to meet and
exceed them.

Lani Ritter-Hall, Sheryl Nussbaum-Beach • 9781742392332

Create a connected learning community through social
media and rediscover the power of being a learner ﬁrst. After
uncovering the theories and research behind the signiﬁcance
of learning through collaboration with other educators, the
authors show you how to take advantage of technology to
improve your own learning and ultimately the learning of your
students.

SOT2332 • $32.95
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Leadership and Management
Development in Education

Leadership for Differentiating Schools
and Classrooms

Tony Bush • 9781741704174

Susan Demirsky Allan, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741016895

In this major new text, Tony Bush draws on his extensive
international experience and research to examine the case
for leadership development and assess the different modes of
preparation used in Europe, including the UK, North America,
Asia, Australia, New Zealand and Africa. He also examines
research on how leadership impacts on school and student
outcomes, and considers future directions for leadership
and management development in education. This text is
essential reading for students of educational leadership and
management as well as for policymakers and principals.

This book explores how school leaders can develop
responsive, personalised and differentiated classrooms.
Differentiation is a teacher attending to the learning needs
of a student, rather than teaching a class as though all
individuals in it were alike. Expert educators teach individuals
the most important things in the most effective ways. No
single approach works. The authors show how school leaders
can encourage and support growth in our classrooms.

Leadership for Resilient Schools and
Communities, Second Edition

Leadership That Makes a Difference:
Revitalising Middle Schools

Doris Annie Henry, Mike Milstein • 9781741708486

Sally Clark, Don Clark • 9781741701579

This interactive workbook offers proven strategies for
developing resiliency – the emotional strength and constructive
attitude necessary for students, schools and communities to
thrive, while fostering wellbeing and promoting success for the
entire school! The exercises and case studies are presented
as a workbook to help teachers and administrators diagnose
problems and implement strategies for change; assess
their own readiness to facilitate resiliency initiatives; build
conﬁdence and coping capabilities in students; and partner
effectively with surrounding communities.

This book will assist school leaders as they undertake the
important steps required to revitalise their schools. Organised
into ﬁve sections - Principal Leadership for Improving Schools:
What It Is and What It Can Be, Principal Leadership for
Successful Learning: Establishing Priorities and Supporting
Student and Adult Learning Communities, Principal Leadership
for Addressing Accountability In Developmentally Appropriate
Environments, Principal Leadership for Creating Collaborative
Cultures and Expert, Knowledgeable Leadership for Highly
Successful Middle Schools.

100216 • $25.95

SA4170 • $59.95

CO8486 • $65.95

NM2195 • $23.00
Leading with Inquiry & Action: How
Principals Improve Teaching and Learning

Leading the Learning School
Colin Weatherley • 9781741013757

The purpose of Leading the Learning School is to provide a
practical guide to effective school management based on
up-to-date knowledge about learning. This book consists of
four sections that deal with: learning, which explains the 13
key principles; teaching, which looks at using the learning
principles; staff development, which gives development
activities for teachers; and organisational development, which
shows how to consciously manage learning schools based on
the principles.

Ellen Goldring, Sharon Rallis, Matthew Militello • 9781742393292

Leading With Inquiry and Action presents a systematic,
ongoing process for collecting information, making decisions
and taking action to improve instruction and raise student
achievement. The authors illustrate this collaborative
inquiry-action cycle with a running vignette of an experienced
principal, and offer questions and exercises to guide individual
reﬂection and group discussion. Thoroughly grounded in
research, this book helps administrators: Identify areas for
instructional improvement; Determine community- supported
solutions and build stakeholder commitment.

NE3755 • $59.95
CO3292 • $42.95
Leading with Teacher Emotions in Mind

Learning and Leading with Habits of Mind:
16 Essential Characteristics for Success

Kenneth Leithwood • 9781741708387

Traditional leadership practices often fail to take the needs of
teachers into account. This resource provides school leaders
with speciﬁc practices to inﬂuence teacher perspectives, and
examines teacher emotions in ﬁve areas: Job satisfaction
and morale; stress, anxiety and burn-out; sense of individual
and collective self-efﬁcacy; organisational commitment and
engagement; and willingness and motivation to improve
their practices. When educational leaders create conditions
that support teachers in their work, schools can experience
higher teacher retention rates, improved climate increased
achievement.

CO8389 • $39.95

Bena Kallick, Arthur Costa • 9781741709377

Bringing together concepts from all four books in the Habits of
Mind series, this volume presents a compelling case for why
it’s more relevant than ever to align the missions of schools
and classrooms to teaching students how to think and behave
intelligently when they encounter problems and challenges in
learning and in life. Drawing on their research and experience in
applying the Habits of Mind in all kinds of schools, the authors
guide you through making intelligent behaviour a practical
outcome. Costa and Kallick present a compelling rationale for
using the Habits as a foundation for learning and leading.

108008 • $32.95
Mindful Leadership: A Brain-Based
Framework, 2nd Edition

Pathways to Leadership: A guide for team
leaders

Nancy Stanford-Blair, Michael Dickmann • 9781741708493

Gillian Baxter, Graham Powell, Maryl Chambers • 9781741704457

This book provides school leaders with a visionary framework
for understanding how mindful leadership signiﬁcantly
impacts growth and achievement in educational communities.
Offering an approach compatible with the ways individuals
naturally process information and learn, this resource
links knowledge about the physiological, social, emotional,
constructive, reﬂective and dispositional nature of the brain to
compatible practice.

This handbook explores leadership and helps team leaders to
add leadership qualities to their management capabilities. The
book covers: • What is leadership? • Qualities of leaders •
Different approaches to leadership • Scenarios of leadership
in action • Fostering leadership throughout the school

HB4456 • $29.95

CO8494 • $65.95
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21st Century Learning in a Networked
World: For Our Students

Critical Conversations in Co-Teaching: A
Problem-Solving Approach

Will Richardson • 9781742391953

Carrie Chapman, Cate Hart Hyatt • 9781742392288

In this keynote session Will Richardson shares eight shifts
necessary to fully utilise Internet technology as a continuous
learning opportunity. He challenges educators to set aside the old
model of schooling and re-envision the foundation of teaching
and learning as global and continuous. By empowering our
students and ourselves to leverage the inﬂuence of technology,
we can provide continuous learning and better prepare for a 21st
century world. This package includes a 72-minute DVD with the
video session and a CD with materials to support professional
learning, an excerpt from the book 21st Century Skills.

In Critical Conversations in Co-Teaching, the authors describe
four sets of proven protocols that foster dramatic improvements
in the way educators communicate with their colleagues for
the beneﬁt of student learning. The framework leads readers to
intentionally focus on building adult relationships and targeting
students in more meaningful ways. Authentic conversations
from real teachers bring the framework to life. Many teachers
who have used the framework report that the process
re-energised them and reminded them of why they became
educators in the ﬁrst place.

SOT2288 • $27.95

SOT1953 • $150.00
Essentials for Principals: Communicating
and Connecting With Social Media

Essentials for Principals: Mobile Learning
Devices

Eric Sheninger, Jason Ramsden, William Ferriter • 9781742391823

Kipp Rogers • 9781742392295

Social media holds potential beneﬁts for schools reaching out
to our communities, preparing our teachers, and connecting
with our kids. In this short text, the authors examine how
enterprising schools are using social media tools to
provide customised professional development for teachers.
They explore the marketing and communications value
of developing a social-networking presence and examine
the kinds of school and community practices necessary for
supporting successful school-based social media efforts.

In this short video, Richard DuFour and Rebecca DuFour
model a principal and a teacher engaging in a conﬂict over
marking practices, then the role play is broken down and
analysed. The video is presented in the following segments: •
Introduction • A Difﬁcult Conversation • Analysing a Difﬁcult
Conversation Appropriate for professional development at the
school or community level, Leading Difﬁcult Conversations
can be viewed independently or used with the Facilitator’s
Guide to provide one full-day or two half-day workshops.

SOT1823 • $21.95

SOT2295 • $21.95

Innovation Through Technology: The
Differentiators DVD

Leadership and Learning: Sustainable
Changes for 21st Century Learning DVD

Cheryl Lemke • 9781742392028

Douglas Reeves • ISBN

In this short video, Richard DuFour and Rebecca DuFour
model a principal and a teacher engaging in a conﬂict over
marking practices, then the role play is broken down and
analysed. The video is presented in the following segments:
• Introduction • A Difﬁcult Conversation • Analysing
a Difﬁcult Conversation Appropriate for professional
development at the school or community level, Leading
Difﬁcult Conversations can be viewed independently or used
with the Facilitator’s Guide to provide one full-day or two
half-day workshops.

In this keynote session Douglas Reeves provides the key elements
for developing new assessment strategies for the 21st century
learner. Detailed in his presentation are three fundamental shifts
that must take place: Assessments must move from standardised to
authentic. Assessments must be open. Assessments must combine
team and individual efforts. Dr. Reeves suggests that 21st century
assessment must include rigorous, comprehensive consideration
of teamwork and collaboration. This package includes a 63-minute
DVD with the video session and a CD with materials to support
professional learning, an excerpt from the book 21st Century Skills.

SOT1960 • $150.00

SOT2028 • $150.00
Literacy Look-Fors
Elaine McEwan-Adkins • 9781742391755

With all of the reform models, research-based programs,
leadership training, and professional development focused
on reading and writing, we certainly know more about
literacy today than we ever have before. So why are schools
still suffering with low literacy levels? The answer lies in
ineffective and unbalanced literacy instruction. Through
the unique seven-step process outlined in Literacy LookFors, administrators and literacy leaders will gain a solid
understanding of how to assess and build instructional
capacity, overcome roadblocks, develop professional growth
opportunities, and create a balanced literacy program.

SOT1755 • $32.95

Personal Learning Networks: Using the Power
of Connections to Transform Education
Rob Mancabelli, Will Richardson • 9781742391816

In this short video, Richard DuFour and Rebecca DuFour
model a principal and a teacher engaging in a conﬂict over
marking practices, then the role play is broken down and
analysed. The video is presented in the following segments: •
Introduction • A Difﬁcult Conversation • Analysing a Difﬁcult
Conversation Appropriate for professional development at the
school or community level, Leading Difﬁcult Conversations
can be viewed independently or used with the Facilitator’s
Guide to provide one full-day or two half-day workshops.

SOT1816 • $24.95

Redeﬁning Fair: How to Plan, Assess, and Grade
for Excellence in Mixed-Ability Classrooms

School Improvement for the Next
Generation

Damian Cooper • 9781742392264

Raymond Smith, Stephen White • 9781742397986

The book explores the vital role of differentiation in ensuring
student success as schools set goals of proﬁciency for all
and discusses ways to create a culture of excellence in the
classroom by focusing on student understanding rather than
on outcomes achieved through memorization. The book
concludes with recommendations on how educators may
improve their reporting and examines the types of information
a report card should contain to communicate an accurate,
succinct and easily understood summary of learning and
behaviour to students and parents.

School Improvement for the Next Generation addresses
fundamental shifts in thinking and practice that empower
educators to move beyond the same processes they have
tried for years. The authors compare next-generation school
improvement with traditional methods. Focused chapters
guide you step-by-step through the modiﬁed planning,
implementation, monitoring, and evaluation cycle at the core
of the school-improvement model and explain how each
phase can produce tangible achievement gains.

SOT7986 • $32.95

SOT2264 • $32.95

CAT003
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Teaching & Assessing 21st Century Skills

The Five Disciplines of PLC Leaders

Tammy Heﬂebower, Robert Marzano • 9781742392325

Tim Kanold • 9781742391861

This book presents a model of instruction and assessment
based on a combination of cognitive skills (skills students
will need to succeed academically) and conative skills (skills
students will need to succeed interpersonally) necessary
for the 21st century. The authors believe both cognitive
and conative skills will be vital to the success of all citizens
living and working in the highly varied and quickly changing
knowledge economy of the 21st century. Part of The
Classroom Strategies Series, this clear, highly practical guide
follows the series format summarising key research and then
translating it into recommendations for classroom practice.

The Five Disciplines of PLC Leaders, Dr. Kanold provides a
complete, focused system of practices for honing personal
leadership skills in the ﬁve areas that will have the greatest
impact on a school organisation success. PLC leaders must
create a compelling vision, allow autonomy within deﬁned
boundaries, lead by serving, manage their personal energy
levels, and inspire others to create a legacy of excellence.

What Principals Need to Know About the Basics
of Creating Brain Compatible Classroom

101 Best Web Sites for Principals, Third Edition

SOT1861 • $32.95

SOT2325 • $38.95

Susan Brooks-Young • 9781741707731

101 Best Websites for Principals, Third Edition, includes new
sites, revised descriptions, resources for Web 2.0 tools, and
a section on Internet security concerns and safety measures.
The book is organized by topics pertinent to all principals,
such as ﬁnance, curriculum, professional development,
and social and legal issues. And for those still unsure of
their footing in cyberspace, the author provides a concise
introduction to Internet basics such as ISPs, browsers,
downloads, and search engines. Full correlation to the
NETS•A help make this the perfect guide for principals to
increase their personal productivity and technology skills.

David Sousa • 9781742392080

Sousa guides principals through a quick tour of brain
structures and reveals the latest discoveries of how the
brain works. With helpful examples and ﬁgures, the book
presents applications of educational neuroscience to build
productive and successful brain-compatible classrooms. The
basic overview of educational neuroscience presented in
this book is designed to help principals construct meaningful
professional development that enhances teachers knowledge
and skills about brain-compatible learning.

SOT2080 • $21.95

IST7731 • $37.95

The Digital Briefcase for Administrators:
Tools and Templates

Improving Student Learning One Principal
at a Time

Susan Brooks-Young • 9781742399690

Layne Parmenter, Richard Zimman, Janna Cochrane, Jeff Farrington, Linda
Law, Monique Conway, Sharon Ford, Jane Pollock • 9781742393728

To help administrators automate tasks and work more efﬁciently,
Susan Brooks-Young has put together a collection of time-saving
templates aligned with the National Educational Technology
Standards for Administrators (NETS•A). Step-by-step directions will
lead any administrator, regardless of technology skill level, through
templates for communication, planning, budgeting, and other
administrative tasks. Conveniently published on CD in fully editable
Microsoft Word ﬁles, the templates and step-by-step instructions
are designed to be adapted, modiﬁed, and used time and time again
so that administrators can work to their potential in the digital age.

Using the six-part Teaching Schema for Master Learners
introduced in Improving Student Learning One Teacher at
a Time, Jane Pollock and Sharon Ford show you how to
help teachers make the right adjustments in the areas that
have the most impact on student achievement: curriculum,
instruction, assessment, and feedback practices. Get
straightforward guidance on how to support teachers’ efforts
by: Focusing your classroom observation on the elements of
successful lessons: beginnings, middles, and ends.

109006 • $25.95

IST9690 • $15.00
Building School Culture One Week at a Time

Study Guide - What Great Principals Do
Differently

Jeffrey Zoul • 9781742399898

Easy to understand and implement, Friday Focus memos
offer an effective and efﬁcient way to improve student
learning, staff development and school culture from within.
These memos focus on topics such as active learning, high
expectations, gratitude, test preparation. Including 37 teaching
and learning memos, one for each week of the school year, for
principals and other administrators to reproduce and circulate
among their staff. Zoul prefaces each memo with stories from
his experiences as a teacher, coach and assistant principal
in the K-12 levels. You can also write your own memos, with
guidance on possible topics and teacher takeaways.

Jeffrey Zoul , Beth Whitaker, Todd Whitaker • 9781742391748

This Study Guide may be used as a workbook for participants
on seminars, in book study groups or other professional
development events. It was written for staff developers,
professors and other educational leaders who are working
with principals to hone their leadership skills. Each chapter
includes: summaries of key points; questions for discussion;
journal prompts; other features to help participants
understand the contents of the book and to help them use the
information in their classrooms.

EYE1748 • $18.95

EYE9898 • $37.95

Rigorous Schools and Classrooms:
Leading the Way

Implementation Guide: Leading School Change
Todd Whitaker • 9781742391724

This two-part Implementation Guide will help to sharpen your
ability to implement each of the strategies discussed in Leading
School Change. Part One offers discussion questions and activities
which focus on each of the nine strategies. They can be completed
by an educator working individually or addressed collaboratively.
This guide will greatly enhance your group’s ability to implement
any change you would like to make in your organisation. Part
Two consists of a Quick Start Step-By-Step Action Plan. It is
for individuals and leadership groups to use once they have a
full understanding of the nine strategies and are ready to start
implementing the changes they need to improve their organisations.

EYE1724 • $18.95
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Barbara Blackburn, Ronald Williamson • 9781742399966

This comprehensive guide to establishing a schoolwide
culture of rigor is for principals and other administrators who
want to create the conditions in which rigorous classrooms
ﬂourish. School leaders will learn to: Manage a movement
toward increased schoolwide rigor, Engage teachers in
conversations about improving instruction, Build support for
rigor among families, Learn methods for gathering meaningful
data on student learning. With practical ready-to-apply
strategies, this book outlines and simpliﬁes the steps toward
achieving rigor at the school level.

EYE9966 • $42.95
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What Great Principals Do Differently:
Fifteen Things That Matter Most

50 Ways to Improve Student Behaviour:
Simple Solutions to Complex Challenges

Todd Whitaker • 9781742391731

Annettte Breaux, Todd Whitaker • 9781742392042

What are the speciﬁc qualities and practices of great
principals which elevate them above the rest? Blending
school-centered studies and experience working with
hundreds of administrators, the author reveals the 15
things that the most successful principals do and that other
principals do not.

In a lively and engaging style, Annette Breaux and Todd
Whitaker share 50 simple, straightforward techniques for
improving student behavior and increasing student cooperation,
participation, and achievement. Strategies include: How to make
students more responsible. How to nip potential problems in the
bud. Learning what to overlook. Establishing classroom rules and
procedures. Teaching in small bites (It makes students hungrier!).
As student behavior improves, so too will the quality of learning
in your classroom. With this book, you can begin to introduce a
host of new strategies into your teaching practice today!

EYE1731 • $32.95

EYE2042 • $32.95
Classroom Walkthroughs to Improve
Teaching and Learning

I Have the Data... Now What?: Analyzing
Data and Making Instructional Changes

Donald Kachur , Judith Stout, Claudia Edwards • 9781742392370

Betsy Moore • 9781742392363

This book demonstrates the many ways classroom
walkthroughs can be used for continuous, systemic, longrange school improvement. Woven throughout the book are
eighteen different models of walkthroughs that have been
successfully implemented in schools across the country. An
effective tool for improving teaching and learning, this book
demonstrates that there is no “one-size-ﬁts-all” walkthrough
model. It shows you how to use classroom walkthroughs to
meet the speciﬁc needs of your school.

In this book, author, consultant, and longtime educator Betsy
Moore shows teachers how to use data to make informed
instructional changes in their classrooms. Teachers will learn to:
Compile and make sense of data, Analyse data - Find out what
it means and what to do about it, Decide how to do what needs
to be done, Implement strategies speciﬁc to content areas,
critical-thinking skills, and test-taking. This book details just
what teachers should look for in their data and what to do with
what they ﬁnd. It will guide them through every step of the data
process, helping them to meet each of their instructional goals.

EYE2370 • $43.95
EYE2363 • $32.95

Study Guide - Seven Simple Secrets

Seven Simple Secrets: What the BEST
Teachers Know and Do!

Annettte Breaux, Todd Whitaker, Nancy Satterﬁeld • 9781742392073

This Study Guide provides prompts and checklists to assist
you as you reﬂect on the Seven Simple Secrets. It also serves
facilitators and staff developers as a tool to help you organize
book study groups.

Annettte Breaux, Todd Whitaker • 9781742392066

Implementing these secrets will change your life both in and
out of the classroom. But most importantly, implementing
these secrets will enhance the lives of every student you
teach.

EYE2073 • $19.95

EYE2066 • $32.95

The Instructional Leader’s Guide to
Informal Classroom Observations

The New Science of Teaching and
Learning

Sally Zepeda • 9781742392394

Tracey Tokuhama-Espinosa • 9781742391182

Like the best-selling ﬁrst edition, this book shows elementary,
middle, and high school principals and other instructional
leaders how to: Make your classroom walk-throughs more
productive and efﬁcient. Ensure the professional development
and growth of your teachers. Provide teachers with easy-todigest feedback. Motivate your teachers and improve student
learning.

Drawing from the opinions of recognised experts worldwide,
it explains the new Mind, Brain and Education Science. Each
instructional guideline is accompanied by real-life classroom
examples to help teachers envision the application of the
information in their own schools. Written by a teacher for
teachers, this resource: Documents the ﬁndings of the experts
in the ﬁelds of neuroscience, psychology and education;
Addresses the confusion around the misuse of concepts in
brain-based education; Applies well-substantiated ﬁndings
about the brain to classroom practice and teaching.

EYE2394 • $43.95
TCP1182 • $32.95

Strengthening and Enriching Your
Professional Learning Community: The
Art of Learning Together

Teaching for Thinking Today
Selma Wassermann • 9781742391199

In her invaluable new book, Selma Wassermann takes a
step forward and gives us some truly helpful answers to this
modern dilemma. Using new data from her extensive ﬁeld
work, Wassermann provides a wealth of innovative classroom
strategies that will enable and empower students to grasp the
“big ideas” across virtually all curriculum areas and apply this
knowledge to problem solving. This practical book provides
the theoretical framework, tools and teaching strategies to
implement teaching-for-thinking programs in K–8 classrooms,
offers applications for classroom implementation in key
curriculum areas and much more.

TCP1199 • $27.95

CAT003

Renate Caine, Geoffrey Caine • 9781742393735

Whether you’re an old hand at professional learning
communities (PLC) or just starting out, you know that
PLCs don’t succeed on their own. They need a supportive
environment, an effective structure and process, and a plan
for study, sharing, analysis, and action. Drawing from their
20-plus years of research and collaborations with schools of
all kinds, the authors explain how to use the Process Learning
Circle method to ensure your PLC advances the type of teacher
learning that is essential to improving student achievement.

110085 • $26.95
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Principals and Student Achievement:
What the Research Says

Principals Who Learn: Asking the Right
Questions, Seeking the Best Solutions

Kathleen Cotton • 9781741013191

Beverly Nance, Barbara Kohm • 9781741709414

Everyone knows that principals are critically important to school
success. Do they get results by appealing to the selﬁnterest of staff
members, or should they lead the staff to transcend self interest
to focus on the wellbeing of others? Are there differences between
the instructional leadership behaviors of elementary and secondary
principals, or between those of male and female principles? This
synthesis of nearly 30 years of research answers these and other
questions and deepens your understanding of the principal’s role
and inﬂuence in school improvement. This is an ideal resource for
principal academics, leadership development programs, and self-help.

In Principal Who Learn, principals are encouraged to leave
their comfort zone and pursue learning with their staff. They
are encouraged to shift from being top-down, authoritarian
leaders to becoming open collaborators and continual
learners. The authors show principals how to: Learn to listen
to all voices;Turn ‘bad guys’ into allies Develop an open
and collaborative culture Redesign staff meetings for more
effectiveness; Resolve conﬂicts and solve problems; Turn
mistakes into learning opportunities.

The Principal as Mathematics Leader

Tweak to Transform – Improving Teaching:
A Practical Handbook for School

107002 • $32.95

103309 • $15.95

Vorst Hawkins • 9781742391090

Appropriate for inexperienced instructional leaders who would
like a stronger foundation in mathematics education, as well
as for more experienced mathematics coaches and leaders,
this guide outlines relevant research related to mathematics
education and offers: Strategies for observing and evaluating
mathematics instruction in classrooms; Suggestions for
supporting teacher growth and development, including
co-teaching, lesson study and job-embedded professional
learning; and tools and templates to use in working directly
with faculty members.

Mike Hughes • 9781741013733

Improving teaching is the key to genuine and sustainable school
improvement. This involves persuading teachers to change and
develop their practice but, as anyone who has ever tried will
testify, this is far from easy. The focus of Tweak to Transform
is what principals and school leaders can do to manage the
change process and improve the quality of teaching in a school.
Essentially, Tweak to Transform is a practical handbook that
seeks to address three questions: • What do we know about
change? • What do we know about learning? • What do we
know about leading and managing the improvement process?

CO1095 • $45.95
NE3739 • $59.95
What Every Principal Should Know About
Instructional Leadership

10 Traits of Highly Effective Schools:
Raising the Achievement Bar for All

Jeffrey Glanz • 9781741017045

Elaine McEwan • 9781742394541

This concise yet comprehensive guide outlines an easyto-implement blueprint for spearheading instructional
excellence to bolster student and teacher performance. It
offers a proactive approach for setting and attaining high
academic goals and boils down the best practices for
enhancing teaching, curriculum, supervision, assessment,
and professional development. Shares tangible strategies for
mentoring and meaningfully engaging teachers to maximize
instructional prowess and student achievement.

McEwan identiﬁes the distinguishing qualities and unique
characteristics of schools that help all students make
outstanding gains in performance. Each chapter describes
a research-based trait and examines its impact on student
achievement. This book provides: tools and processes to
facilitate the development of each trait; snapshots of each trait
in actual schools; reﬂections from teachers who have helped
create effective schools; observations on school improvement
from noted theorists; examples of documents, forms and
resources used in effective schools.

CO7041 • $35.95

CO4541 • $47.95

Designing the School Leader’s Portfolio

The Collaborative Administrator: Working
Together as a Professional Learning Community

Mary Dietz • 9781741017489

The best way to demonstrate a school leader’s impact is
with a portfolio - an ever-evolving archive of a leader’s work.
This guide walks through the stages in developing a useful
and impressive portfolio. It gives strategies for collecting
and presenting materials, collaborating, reﬂecting, selfassessment, peer coaching and conferencing. It even offers
models from school leaders who have completed the process.
Begin designing your portfolio today!

Robert Eaker, Richard DuFour • 9781742392585

In a culture of shared leadership, the administrator’s role is
more important than ever. How do administrators maintain the
right balance of “loose-tight” leadership and build profound,
lasting trust? What principles strengthen principal leadership?
How can administrators overcome the practical obstacles
of creating a professional learning community (PLC)? The
Collaborative Administrator delivers strategies and heartfelt
inspiration from educators who have faced these challenges
and found answers.

CO7483 • $39.95

SOT2585 • $35.95

The Principal as Assessment Leader

The High-Performing School:
Benchmarking the 10 Indicators of
Effectiveness + CD

Thomas Guskey • 9781742393216

The Principal as Assessment Leader explores the importance
of effective classroom assessment for student achievement
and offers ideas to model and spark positive change. Insights
from expert practitioners will help schools make the shift
to best-practice assessment for systemic improvements
in student learning. The contributors’ perspectives, based
in research and practical experience, demonstrate how
formative assessment and overall school improvement can be
achieved through building teacher literacy, providing targeted
professional development, acquiring and using appropriate
technology and much more.

Dawn Billings, Mardale Dunsworth • 9781742394824

This book summarises the research behind the on-site school
review and the 10 Effectiveness Indicators used to establish
guidelines for improvement. The on-site school review is a
cooperative venture between an external review team and
a school’s administrators, teachers and students. The book
also includes a CD-ROM containing 59 tools developed by the
authors for planning and coordinating the review, collecting
evidence for evaluation, and communicating.

SOT4824 • $55.95
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Transforming School Culture

The Principal as Professional Learning
Community Leader

Anthony Muhammad • 9781742393254

Busy administrators will appreciate this quick read packed
with immediate, accessible strategies. Transforming School
Culture provides a framework for understanding how school
cultures operate and how leaders can overcome divisions to
improve relationships and transform toxic cultures into healthy
ones. Muhammad draws upon his study of schools across
the United States to describe the tensions that impact culture
among different groups of educators. He offers strategies for
working with each group to transform school culture and create
positive atmospheres that not only tolerate change, but seek and
embrace the changes that maximise organisational effectiveness.

Ontario Principals’ Council • 9781741709162

The Principal as Professional Learning Community Leader
is an invaluable companion for school leaders at any level.
Schools with professional learning communities (PLCs)
beneﬁt from signiﬁcantly improved student achievement and
a greater sense of shared purpose. This resource, part of the
Leading Student Achievement series, provides principals with
practical support to lead the development of PLCs in their
schools. With step-by-step plans and hands-on strategies, this
handbook guides principals through the process of building
thriving PLCs.

SOT3254 • $32.95

CO9164 • $37.95
Pathways to Monitoring: A guide for team
leaders

Rethinking Leadership (2nd Edition)
Thomas Sergiovanni • 9781741703351

Explore the moral craft of school leadership! In the second
edition of this revolutionary collection, school leaders are
introduced to the craft of moral leadership. Thomas J.
Sergiovanni, the leading authority on moral leadership,
uncovers how successful leadership practices are often based
in values and ideas rather than formal processes. Readers
will learn an innovative approach to reframing leadership,
while discovering how to build effective learning communities.
Written by the best of the best, this groundbreaking work truly
redeﬁnes school leadership!

Gillian Baxter, John Mills, Maryl Chambers • 9781741704464

This handbook explores ways of making monitoring a
valuable, intriguing and efﬁcient process to aid individual,
team and school improvement. The book covers: • The what
and why of monitoring • Establishing a spirit of enquiry •
Making monitoring manageable • The skills of monitoring •
Monitoring in the learning school

HB4464 • $29.95

CO3352 • $45.95

School Leadership That Works: From
Research to Results

Schooling by Design: Mission, Action and
Achievement

Brian McNulty, Timothy Waters, Robert Marzano • 9781741016987

Grant Wiggins, Jay McTighe • 9781741704808

How should school leaders use these practices in their dayto-day management of schools and during the stressful times
that accompany major change initiatives? Robert J. Marzano,
Timothy Waters, and Brian A. McNulty provide answers to
these and other questions. Drawing from 35 years of studies,
the authors explain critical leadership principles that every
administrator needs to know: • 21 leadership responsibilities
that have a signiﬁcant effect on student learning • Eleven
factors and 39 actions that help you take a site-speciﬁc
approach to improving student achievement.

UbD authors Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe describe how
to start with your school’s mission and goals and develop a
powerful school improvement plan focused on desired results.
Learn how to use UbD’s backward-design process to determine
the evidence for your plan’s success and to plan improvement
steps in instruction and leadership roles. Get dozens of
action ideas for starting the school improvement process and
keeping it going, plus samples of curriculum frameworks and
assessment rubrics, and a three-stage school improvement
planning process with speciﬁc tactics for each stage.

107018 • $35.95

105125 • $29.95
The Art of School Leadership

The Differentiated School: Making Revolutionary
Changes in Teaching and Learning

Thomas Hoerr • 9781741018264

This professional development book designed for school
leadership offers invaluable advice on running a school.
From evaluating teachers to working with parents, from
managing meetings to making a difference, Hoerr addresses
the challenges of school leadership and shares his proven
strategies for success. Above all, leadership is about
relationships. Using examples from his own school, Hoerr
outlines ways to become a more effective leader and create a
culture of learning.

Lane Narvaez, Kay Brimijoin, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781741703382

When it’s your job to support differentiated instruction, you need
guidance from experts who’ve distilled what they’ve learned in
helping successful schools through the change process, including:
common misconceptions about differentiation; non-negotiables
essential to the implementation of differentiated instruction;
factors that contribute to failure to change classroom practice;
leadership lessons for accomplishing the change process; forms,
survey and checklists for monitoring and evaluating the change
toward differentiation; and characteristics of staff-development
practices that support differentiated instruction.

105037 • $32.95
105005 • $32.95
The Distributed Leadership Toolbox + CD
Mark McBeth • 9781742391151

In The Distributed Leadership Toolbox, Mark E. McBeth
translates current leadership research into a practical
framework to help educational leaders improve their
practice and positively inﬂuence schoolwide performance.
Unlike shared leadership, which focuses on delegating
responsibilities, distributed leadership fosters a dialogue
between school leaders and teachers to uncover the
effectiveness of leadership practices in enhancing instruction
and student achievement. The author provides case studies
and essential tools to help administrators.

CO1151 • $69.95

CAT003

The Leadership Brain: How to Lead
Today’s Schools More Effectively
David Sousa • 9781741700701

The Leadership Brain provides a new model for a whole-brain
approach to educational leadership. This powerful resource
examines what we know about the adult brain and how
to apply these lessons to effective school leadership and
team management. The Leadership Brain includes valuable
selfassessment tools, resources and practical applications
that will help instructional leaders develop a modern, creative,
team-centred school where all students and teachers can
reach their full potential.

CO0701 • $49.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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The New Principal’s Fieldbook: Strategies
for Success

The Leadership File
John MacBeath • 9781741012439

Leadership. It is a term full of ambiguity, and has a range
of interpretations. With this thoughtful, in-depth study, John
MacBeath encourages readers to reﬂect on the nature of
leadership and the leadership styles that are commonly
used. This book describes twenty-four leadership styles
for teachers, for students and for school leaders, who may
recognise themselves in one or more of the descriptions.
The deﬁnitions are accompanied by questions and activities
for individuals and groups, as well as references to further
reading and useful resources.

Harvey Alvy, Pam Robbins • 9781741709179

The New Principal’s Fieldbook prepares new and aspiring
principals for the unexpected twists and turns of school
leadership. Capitalising on their experiences and those of other
educational leaders, authors Pam Robbins and Harvey Alvy offer
practical information, research-based strategies and provocative
stories to help principals develop into visionary leaders skilled
in promoting the success of students and teachers. With the
chapters, the authors use research and speciﬁc examples from
recognised practitioners to create a road map for navigating the
complex challenges of being a principal.

HB2430 • $35.00
103019 • $29.95
The Technology Director’s Guide to
Leadership

Creating a Coaching Culture for
Professional Learning Communities

Don Hall • 9781742392684

Jane Kise, Beth Russell • 9781742397566

Using a character-driven storyline, Don Hall introduces the
three leadership archetypes and helps you identify your own
style of leadership. Each chapter also contains practical
activities and exercises designed to assist you as you provide
leadership in your organisation. Hall explores how to more
effectively facilitate communication between you and your
team. He explains the importance of having a compelling
vision and how to get buy-in from those you oversee.

Researchers agree that launching professional learning
community (PLC) teams may be easy, but turning them into
productive, sustainable teams that improve adult and student
learning is difﬁcult. Stop spinning your wheels in the planning
and professional learning processes of becoming a PLC. This
book is designed to help you build a collaborative coaching
culture that ensures all adults learn through activities that
keep the team focused on student learning.

IST2684 • $45.95

SOT7566 • $35.00

Renewal Coaching: Sustainable Change
for Individuals and Organizations

Differentiated Coaching: A Framework for
Helping Teachers Change

Elle Allison, Douglas Reeves • 9780470414965

Jane Kise • 9781742391021

Renewal Coaching provides a series of personal assessments
that will guide individuals and teams through the seven
stages of renewal.The Renewal Coaching framework consists
of these seven elements: Recognition—Finding patterns
of toxicity and renewal; Reality—Confronting change
killers in work and life; Reciprocity—Coaching in harmony;
Resilience—Coaching through pain; Relationship—Nurturing
the personal elements of coaching; Resonance—Coaching
with emotional intelligence; Renewal—Creating energy,
meaning, and freedom to sustain the Journey.

Differentiated Coaching applies the latest research and theory
of personality type, multiple intelligences, experiential learning
models and mind styles models to create a differentiated
approach for staff development. This innovative resource
touches on six key elements. When teachers understand how
their strengths and beliefs may lock them into practices that
limit freedom to help students succeed, they can begin to
entertain fresh possibilities and stay open to new avenues for
professional growth.

A Climate of Mentoring: Building Teams
for School Improvement

The Power of Coaching for School
Improvement: Nurturing Talent and
Building Capacity

CO1021 • $75.00

WIL14960 • $49.95

Robin Matthews, Gary O’Mahony • 9781741013030

A Climate of Mentoring: Building Teams for School
Improvement, has been written to support school teams
endeavouring to make mentoring part of the culture of
their schools. It provides a series of guidelines for planning,
implementing and measuring a teacher-mentoring program,
and covers topics such as designing a school mentoring
program, gaining the interest of staff, training mentors and
using mentoring to improve teaching and learning practices.

Robin Matthews, Bruce Barnett, Gary O’Mahony • 9781741707571

This book is part of a series of workshops on coaching
conducted by the authors. They are determined to educate
leaders and teachers in the concept of coaching, and this
book is designed to understand and explain coaching in an
educational context to promote professional learning and
growth. It provides a conceptual way of viewing coaching and
how it can contribute to improving school life, and clariﬁes
how coaching as a form of professional learning can be
applied to different contexts within schools.

HB3038 • $19.95
HB7579 • $25.95
Literacy Coaching to Build Adolescent
Learning: 5 Pillars of Practice
Tamie Pratt-Fartro, Nancy DeVries Guth • 9781742395524

This rare resource for secondary-level literacy coaches
focuses on ﬁve pillars of adolescent literacy: time to read for
enjoyment, choice in reading materials, strategies for reading
texts, vocabulary instruction and motivation to read—and
shows coaches how to work effectively with high school
teachers across the content areas. Packed with current
research and resources to help facilitate literacy coaching
in schools, this is an invaluable aid for any literacy leader
working with teachers of adolescents.

Moments in Mathematics Coaching
Kristine Reed Woleck • 9781742395951

In this short video, Richard DuFour and Rebecca DuFour model
a principal and a teacher engaging in a conﬂict over marking
practices, then the role play is broken down and analysed. The
video is presented in the following segments: • Introduction
• A Difﬁcult Conversation • Analysing a Difﬁcult Conversation
Appropriate for professional development at the school or
community level, Leading Difﬁcult Conversations can be
viewed independently or used with the Facilitator’s Guide to
provide one full-day or two half-day workshops.

CO5951 • $39.95

CO5524 • $35.95
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A Guide to Literacy Coaching - Helping
Teachers Increase Student Achievement

A Guide to Mathematics Coaching:
Processes for increasing student

Mary Strong, Annemarie Jay • 9781741707946

Ruth Harbin Miles, Don Balka, Ted Hull • 9781742393056

This book is ideal for individual or group professional
development, covering skill requirements for coaching and
describing the four roles of effective coaches: facilitator, observer,
colleague and learner. It offers practical advice on: Developing
relationships with school administrators; tips for coaching difﬁcult
or noncompliant teachers; and practical recommendations for
ﬁrst-year coaches. A Guide to Literacy Coaching illuminates the
many practical strategies literacy coaches, mentors, teacher
leaders and staff developers can use to promote teacher
development and schoolwide literacy success.

This resource helps coaches conﬁdently clarify, deﬁne and
fulﬁll their role as inﬂuential mathematics leaders. The
chapters help coaches effectively: collaborate with teachers
to align and implement curriculum that positively impacts
student learning and achievement; build trust and rapport with
hesitant or resistant teachers; develop collegial partnerships
for planning, analysing and reﬂecting on instruction; support
and sustain individual and institutional change.

Blended Coaching: Skills and Strategies
to Support Principal Development

Coaching Educational Leadership: Building
Leadership Capacity Through Partnership

Betsy Warren, Ellen Moir, Claire Castagna, Gary Bloom
• 9781742391014

Jan Robertson • 9781741704228

CO3056 • $47.95

CO0264 • $55.95

Coaching Educational Leadership is about building leadership
capacity in individuals, and in institutions, through enhancing
professional relationships. It is based on the importance of
maximising potential, and harnessing the ongoing commitment
and energy needed to meet personal and professional goals. This
book: challenges you to critically reﬂect on your leadership and
professional relationships; offers practical activities and exercises;
describes leadership coaching based on reciprocal processes;
seeks to connect theory and practice; and provides a basis for
workshop activities in coaching, appraisal and mentoring.

This book, grounded in research and theory, provides readers
with practical skills and strategies for leadership coaching
explicitly tied to the needs of principals and other school
leaders. It makes sense of the often contradictory literature
on coaching by promoting a new approach, that of “Blended
Coaching.” This model recognises that effective coaches
move between facilitative and instructional approaches in
their practice, and has made a meaningful difference in
dozens of schools.

CO1014 • $59.95

SA4227 • $69.95
Coaching Solutions Resource Book

Coaching Solutions: Practical Ways to
Improve Performance in Education

Will Thomas, Alistair Smith • 9781741018011

It provides numerous tools, tips and techniques for coaching both
adults and young people. The Coaching Solutions Resource Book
contains: -A concise and accessible summary of the key elements
of coaching practice, including material extended from the original
Coaching Solutions. -A wellorganised and accessible bank of tools
including: -Foundation tools for creating focus and identifying
motivators -Coaching session prompts and record sheets
-Question banks to help coaches pick great questions -A variety
of tools for identifying strengths, generating really motivating
targets, overcoming obstacles, creating innovative solutions,
helping with making decisions and evaluating progress.

Will Thomas, Alistair Smith • 9781741017038

One of the ﬁrst books to take coaching out of the world of
business and sport and place it in education. Coaching is a
powerful agent for change and a proven method for improving
individual and team performance. Its success derives from
an understanding that all meaningful progress is driven from
within. Coaching Solutions is a ﬂexible guide to coaching in
schools, including sections on: - what is coaching? - how do
you coach? - where do you begin? - how do you develop a
coaching organisation? It provides dialogues and case studies
and cites evidence of success.

NE8013 • $69.95

NE7033 • $49.95
Cognitive Coaching: A Foundation Second
Edition (Soft Cover)

Cognitive Coaching: Weaving Threads of
Learning

Robert Garmston, Arthur Costa • 9781741700664

Carolee Hayes, Jane Ellison • 9781741700688

In this greatly expanded and extensively updated edition of
a widely popular resource you see how teachers’ individual
and collective capacities for continuing self-improvement are
strengthened over time through Cognitive Coaching. Toward
the goals of making schools better places where more students
succeed and satisfaction in learning and teaching prevail, Costa
and Garmston let you know about their own learning, and how
new research and practice can support individuals and schools in
reaching higher, more satisfying and more holistic performance.
Organised into four sections, the book makes the concepts clear!

See how Cognitive CoachingSM principles have been woven
into schools, systems and classrooms - and get a complete
look at the ongoing process of implementing and sustaining
the coaching ideals - in this invaluable new guide! Ideal for
teachers, administrators, staff developers and district leaders
familiar with Cognitive CoachingSM, this resource shows
you what practitioners who have actually learnt and used
Cognitive CoachingSM think about its applications - how they
value its premises, practices and outcomes, and how they
have found ways to integrate it into their own work cultures.

CG0663 • $59.95

CG068X • $42.95
Collaborative Peer Coaching That
Improves Instruction - The 2+2
Performance
Alyce LeBlanc, Dwight Allen • 9781741014440

Through the presentation of detailed case studies that
illustrate the authors’ actual experience implementing the
program at an inner-city school, this work chronicles how the
2+2 method: Restores the vital connections between teachers
and students, teachers and administrators, and teachers
and teachers; Encourages teaching and learning to develop
beyond what standardised tests reveal; Provides a low-cost,
easy-to-implement program that is realistic, given teachers’
time-constraints and limited school budgets

Creating Dynamic Schools Through
Mentoring, Coaching and Collaboration
Douglas Harris, Nancy Herman • 9781741709384

How can you create a school environment where everyone,
staff and students alike, will become an active and engaged
learner? How can you make a difference in your school?
Create a school environment that ensures improvement
ideas are more likely to succeed by using the guidelines
and strategies from this book. After the authors present
the foundational principles of group decision-making in a
collaborative school, they explain the functions that are key to
a dynamic school that embraces change and improvement.

103021 • $29.95

CO4441 • $39.95

CAT003
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Cultivating a Maths Coaching Practice: A
Guide for P-8 Maths Educators

Differentiated Literacy Coaching: Scaffolding
for Student and Teacher Success

Amy Morse • 9781742391007

Mary Moran • 9781741706796

Written by practising maths coaches, it emphasises the
development of deeper understanding of mathematics,
analysing students’ ideas and teachers’ beliefs about learning,
and cultivating teacher learning and growth. It provides maths
activities to strengthen maths content knowledge; planning
activities to support thoughtful coach–teacher interactions;
a detailed facilitator’s guide for staff developers to develop
opportunities for maths coaches; provides a detailed agenda
and speciﬁc examples of participants’ questions; and
facilitator responses.

This research-based, school-proven approach helps
you implement eight professional development formats
ranging from coplanning and focused classroom visits to
demonstration lessons and coteaching. An experienced
literacy coach explains: How to design and deliver the
most effective, most appropriate form of literacy coaching,
The different roles and responsibilities of literacy coaches,
Step-by-step procedures to help both new and experienced
coaches collaborate more effectively with teaching colleagues.

Instructional Coaching

Leadership Coaching for Educators:
Bringing Out the Best in School

107053 • $27.95

CO1001 • $69.95

Jim Knight • 9781742392387

Instructional coaching provides the assistance and
encouragement necessary to implement new programs that
improve student learning. The product of more than eight
years of study, has been proven to help schools respond to the
pressures of accountability and reform. Jim Knight explains
the essential skills that instructional coaches need, including
getting teachers on board, providing model lessons, observing
teachers and engaging in reﬂective conversations. This book
is perfect for coaches and aspiring coaches, as well as staff
developers, trainers, teacher leaders, principals and other
educators who work with and oversee coaching programs.

Karla Reiss • 9781742393070

Coaching offers enormous potential for creating real change.
In this innovative resource, educational coach Karla Reiss
helps teachers understand the fundamentals of effective
leadership coaching programs that result in long-lasting
educational change. Using a balance of theory and practice,
Reiss offers 11 core competencies adopted by the rapidly
growing coaching profession, including setting a foundation,
following ethical guidelines, communicating effectively, and
facilitating learning and results.

CO3070 • $57.95

CO2387 • $69.95
Leading Effective Meetings, Teams &
Work Groups in Districts & Schools

Pathways to Coaching: A guide for team
leaders

Matthew Jennings • 9781741702637

Gillian Baxter, Graham Powell, Maryl Chambers • 9781741704440

Teachers function best in settings that are organised enough
to provide structure and focus, yet ﬂexible enough to respect
developmental and personality differences. Whether setting
up a complex task force or a simple school faculty meeting,
this guide gives you all the advice and ideas you need to
accomplish your goals and help everyone meet their full
potential in organised meetings, teams and work groups.
This book is both a guide to enhancing collaboration and a
comprehensive catalogue of its many beneﬁts to everyone
involved.

This handbook explains the what, why and how of coaching.
It explores the skills that will enable team leaders to put
coaching into practice with their team. The book covers: •
What makes a good coach? • Matching coaching styles to
teachers’ needs • Structuring a coaching session • The skills
of effective coaches • Coaching and CPD

Teachers as Classroom Coaches: How to
Motivate Students Across the Content Areas

The Fundamentals of Literacy Coaching

HB4448 • $29.95

107088 • $30.00

Amy Sandvold • 9781741702644

Whether you wish to start a literacy coaching initiative or be
an effective literacy coach to your colleagues, this guide has
all the steps and strategies you need, including: Roles and
responsibilities of literacy coaches; Keys to building positive
collaboration among literacy coaches, support staff, and faculty
members; Fundamentals of adult learning applicable to a coaching
relationship; Routines that support and sustain a coaching effort;
Ideas to help you monitor the effectiveness of your initiative; and
ways to communicate effectively to students and fellow teachers.
This book is an indispensable guide for those seeking to improve
the quality of literacy education in their schools.

Frank Hrbek, Andi Stix • 9781741702590

This book explains how proven coaching strategies can help
you inspire students and boost performance in any subject
and year level. Discover why a coaching environment creates
more student motivation and higher engagement. Learn the
strategies and techniques that winning coaches use to help
groups and individuals work more productively, overcome
difﬁculties and achieve meaningful, and measurable, goals.

106031 • $29.95
107084 • $25.00
The Active Mentor: Practical Strategies
for Supporting New Teachers
Ron Nash • 9781742395579

Successful teacher mentoring holds the key to fostering
teacher retention and increasing the effectiveness of new
teachers. Building on his extensive research into active
teachers and classrooms, Ron Nash demonstrates how
educators can build effective, active mentoring programs
for new teachers. Packed with strategies, anecdotes and
reﬂection questions, this resource goes beyond topics
commonly found in coaching and mentoring books to stress
the importance of training new teachers to employ active
classroom principles that ensure student achievement.

Qualities of Effective Teachers, 2nd Edition
James Stronge • 9781741709391

Thousands of educators who are involved with teacher
professional development - from training to hiring, mentoring
to supervising - rely on this authoritative book to focus on
cultivating teacher qualities that are most apt to raise student
achievement. Now, this new edition extends this results-based
approach to include teachers who work with at-risk and highability students. Synthesising decades of research into clear
guidelines, James Stronge establishes deﬁnitive benchmarks
for top-ﬂight teacher education and professional development
programs.

105156 • $29.95

CO5579 • $35.95
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Teaching for Deep Understanding

Enhancing Professional Practice: A
Framework for Teaching, 2nd Edition
Charlotte Danielson • 9781741704822

Anne Rodrigue, Nina Bascia, Pat McAdie, Kenneth Leithwood
• 9781741705898

This acclaimed framework for successful teaching practice
– a benchmark for thousands of school systems and
educators around the world – is now fortiﬁed with new
applications for state standards, formative assessments
and school specialists. Use the book’s 22 components of
successful teaching practice to support novice teachers
who are concerned with day-to-day survival, experienced
teachers who want to improve their effectiveness, and highly
accomplished teachers who want to acquire advanced
certiﬁcation and help their colleagues.

Organised into ﬁve parts, this text systematically uncovers
how to advance student learning using leading-edge research
on powerful forms of instruction; foster metacogniton in
students and encourage them to take control of their own
learning; extend learning from academic thinking to real-world
application across all disciplines; and learn how to instill a
culture of deep understanding among students while still
meeting speciﬁc achievement standards found in most state
and territory curricula.

CO5894 • $54.95

The Art & Science of Teaching: A
Comprehensive Framework for Effective
Instruction

If You Don’t Feed the Teachers They Eat
the Students

106034 • $29.95

Neila Connors • 9781740252409

Packed with words of wisdom and inspiration, this is one book
every teacher and school should have. Filled with practical
tips to improve school climate, communication skills, and fun.
If You Don’t Feed the Teachers They Eat the Students! begins
with the seed of insight gained from the author’s experiences
and blossoms into a full ﬂower of inspiration and direction
for educational leaders at all levels. The author’s real world
experience in the classroom and beyond makes her uniquely
qualiﬁed to address both the hunger of teachers and the
ability of administrators to feed them.

Robert Marzano • 9781741705102

In The Art and Science of Teaching: A Comprehensive Framework
for Effective Instruction, author Robert J. Marzano presents a
model for ensuring quality teaching that balances the necessity of
research-based data with the equally vital need to understand the
strengths and weaknesses of individual students. He articulates
his framework in the form of 10 questions that represent a logical
planning sequence for successful instructional design. Filled with
charts, rubrics and organisers, this methodical, user-friendly guide
will help teachers examine and develop their knowledge and skills.

INA4572 • $29.95

107001 • $29.95
What Works In Schools: Translating
Research Into Action

From Mandate to Achievement: 5 Steps to
a Curriculum System That Works

Robert Marzano • 9781741012453

Elaine Makas • 9781742393421

In What Works in Schools: Translating Research into Action,
the researchers synthesised to provide clear and unequalled
insight into the nature of schooling. In each chapter, the
author recommends speciﬁc - and attainable - action steps
to implement successful strategies culled from the wealth of
research data. In his latest work, Marzano leads the way in
establishing positive approaches that can make the long-held
dream of effective public education a reality.

In this book, curriculum consultant Elaine Makas provides
a step-by-step guide to establishing the processes and
documents necessary to build a stable, cohesive curriculum
system that aligns to educational benchmarks. Based on
the DAILY model (Data, Alignment, Instructional Pace Guides,
Local Common Assessment, and Yearly Review), this system
deconstructs the curriculum process into sequential steps that
facilitate the development of instructional priorities, reveal
students in need of intervention, and help ensure continuous
process improvement.

102271 • $27.95
CO3421 • $55.95
How to Evaluate Your Middle School: A
Practitioner’s Guide for an Informal

Thinking-Based Learning: Promoting Quality
Student Achievement in the 21st Century

Sandra Schurr • 9781741013498

Robert Swartz, Arthur Costa, Barry Beyer, Rebecca Reagan, Bena
Kallick • 9781741708240

Assessment of school programs is an essential component
of the effective middle years school. With this step-by-step
guide, Sandra Schurr provides insights into a tough topic,
while assuring that the suggestions and strategies are useful
to both practitioner and researcher. The emphasis in this work
is on generating data which is clear, insightful and relevant
to teachers, principals and parents. It provides a muchneeded guide for developing and implementing educational
experiences for early adolescents.

HB3496 • $24.95

EYE3964 • $45.95

CAT003

This book provides accessible educational practices that teachers
can use to infuse skilful thinking into instruction in any subject area
or year level. With rich examples from practice, readers will learn to
teach students how, for example, to ﬁnd and use evidence to support
conclusions, to develop and articulate creative ideas, to listen to
others seriously and with understanding and to communicate their
thinking with clarity and precision. The authors demonstrate how
taking time to frontload deliberate, selective thinking practices can
propel students to higher levels of achievement.

TCP8240 • $35.95

Motivating and Inspiring Teachers: The
Educational Leader’s Guide for Building
Staff Morale, Second Edition

Differentiation is an Expectation: A
School Leader’s Guide to Building a
Culture of Differentiation

Todd Whitaker, Beth Whitaker, Dale Lumpa • 9781742393964

Kimberly Keppler Hewitt, Daniel Weckstein • 9781742399904

This book is ﬁlled with strategies to motivate your staff and
maintain a high level of energy at your school. This second edition
book provides tools and resources that will allow all educators to
approach work every day in an enthusiastic, focused and positive
state of mind. This book will help you: Motivate your faculty with
the Friday Focus – a staff memo that works; understand the
power of praise and how to best utilise it every day; make sure
staff meetings, teacher evaluation and daily activities raise the
energy level in your school; make your staff feel special.

This book provides leaders with all that they need to promote
differentiation in their schools. Through research and
ﬁrst-hand experience, the authors have identiﬁed effective
strategies for hiring differentiation-minded staff members,
communicating the need for differentiation to all stakeholders,
motivating teachers to differentiate and using differentiated
teacher evaluation to effect change. Contents include: First
Things First: What is Differentiation?, Evaluating Teacher
Differentiation and Differentiating Teacher Evaluation.

EYE9904 • $37.95
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The 4 CORE Factors for School Success

What Great Teachers Do Differently: 14
Things That Matter Most

Todd Whitaker, Jeffrey Zoul • 9781742399874

This book clariﬁes the core values which all great educators
have in common and contribute to school success. For all
those who want to create better schools, these factors are
at the center of behaviors which lead to results. The 4 CORE
Factors are Communication, Observation, Relationships, and
Expectations.

Todd Whitaker • 9781742398105

This book describes the beliefs, behaviours, attitudes and
interactions that form the fabric of life in our best classrooms
and schools. What Great Teachers Do Differently focuses
on the speciﬁc things that great teachers do ... and that
others do not. It answers these essential questions: Is it high
expectations for students that matter? How do great teachers
respond when students misbehave? Do great teachers
ﬁlter differently than their peers? How do the best teachers
approach standardised testing? How can your teachers gain
the same advantages?

EYE9874 • $32.95

EYE8105 • $32.95
Talk About Teaching!: Leading
Professional Conversations

Stirring the Head, Heart and Soul, 3rd
Edition

Charlotte Danielson • 9781742395494

Lynn Erickson • 9781741705157

This breakthrough work helps school leaders understand the
value of reﬂective professional conversations in promoting
a positive environment of inquiry, support and professional
development. Organised around the ‘big ideas’ of successful
teaching, this guidebook: explains the function of informal
professional conversations in ongoing teacher learning;
explores the interaction of power and leadership in schools;
outlines the conversation skills that school leaders need to
engage in successful conversations; and includes mental
maps, sample topics and conversation activities.

This updated edition of Lynn Erickson’s best-selling guide
to curriculum design for quality teaching provides practical
structure, planning tools and speciﬁc classroom examples of
effective curriculum strategies. This classic resource covers
a wide range of topics, including: Concept-based instruction;
Aligning local curriculum with state and national content
standards; Brain-based teaching methods; Higher-order
thinking skills; Assessing and reporting student progress;
Creating a life-long love of learning.

Building Teachers’ Capacity for Success:
A Collaborative Approach for Coaches
and School Leaders

Rigor in Your School: A Toolkit for Leaders

CO5150 • $57.95

CO5494 • $37.95

Ronald Williamson, Barbara Blackburn • 9781742399959

Raise the level of rigor in your school and dramatically
improve student learning with the tools in this book. Each
illuminating exercise is tailored to educators looking to spread
the word on rigor and beat the obstacles to achieving it
schoolwide. These tools are perfect for those who currently
hold a leadership position, who aspire to a leadership role
and for those who simply are leaders within their schools or
departments. Sample tools include: Assess where you are
now, Recognise the right people, Design an advocacy plan,
Use your school’s schedule to increase rigor.

Alisa Simeral, Pete Hall • 9781742394633

Filled with clear, proven strategies and organised around
two easy-to-use tools – the innovative Continuum of SelfReﬂection and a feedback-focused walk-through model
– this book offers a differentiated approach to coaching and
supervision centred on identifying and nurturing teachers’
individual strengths and helping them reach new levels
of professional success and satisfaction. Anecdotes and
examples from the ﬁeld ensure you know what to look for, do
and say in order to start seeing positive results.

EYE9959 • $42.95

109002 • $32.95
Embedded Formative Assessment

Passion and Persistence: How to Develop
a Professional Learning Community

Dylan Wiliam • 9781742398112

In this book Dylan Wiliam stresses the importance of formative
assessment as a key process for increasing teacher quality
whilst having the biggest impact on student outcomes. He
looks at some of the popular initiatives that aim to increase
student achievement, such as learning styles, and presents
research that shows formative assessment practices have a
much greater impact on educational achievement than most
other reforms. This book offers over ﬁfty practical techniques
for classroom formative assessment that every teacher will be
able to implement into their regular classroom practice.

Richard DuFour • 9781742398228

Inspire your professional learning community team with this
7-minute motivational DVD. Passion and Persistence: How
to Develop a Professional Learning Community provides an
overview of important PLC components. Powerful music,
memorable quotes and lighthearted humour combine to create
a motivating experience that simply and beautifully connects
your staff to the heart of Professional Learning Communities.
This DVD has been used with great success in Rick DuFour’s
presentations at PLC summer institutes designed for
administrators, teachers and other school staff members.

SOT8112 • $35.95
SOT8228 • $24.95
Transformative Assessment in Action: An
Inside Look at Applying the Process

Advancing Formative Assessment in Every
Classroom: A Guide for Instructional

W. James Popham • 9781741700275

Connie Moss, Susan Brookhart • 9781742396439

James Popham has helped hundreds of educators in all
kinds of schools turn formative assessment theory into
everyday practice. Now you can beneﬁt from his approach
to implementing formative assessment in all year levels and
subjects. Instead of focusing on checklists and data-gathering
techniques, Popham explains how to take on what really matters
most in the formative assessment process, including: What
kinds of assessment tools to use in your instruction; When and
how often to collect evidence of student learning; Which items
and how many to include in an assessment; and many more.

Making formative assessment the norm in every classroom
throughout your school is much easier when you have this
book’s clear guidelines and simple steps. Using examples
from their extensive work with teachers, the authors give you
the strategic talking points, conversation starters, and readymade tools. Here’s your chance to get what you need to help
your school embrace a major cultural change that leads to
better teaching and learning.

109031 • $32.95

111008 • $27.95
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Formative Assessment Strategies for
Every Classroom: An ASCD Action Tool,
2nd Edition

Leading and Managing a Differentiated
Classroom
Marica ImBeau, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742399638

Step-by-step guidelines, checklists and a Teacher’s Toolkit with
ready-made classroom activities ensure that you master the
nuts and bolts of managing a student-centred classroom—
from creating the learning environment and classroom routines
to challenging advanced learners and buying time for struggling
students. This book focuses on what it means for a teacher
to effectively lead a differentiated classroom as well as the
mechanics of managing a differentiated classroom. Readers
will learn how to become more conﬁdent and effective leaders
for and in student-focused and responsive classrooms.

108011 • $30.95

Susan Brookhart • 9781742397948

This second edition of a best-selling Action Tool gives you
more than 60 tools—with tips and implementation steps—for
creating and using formative assessments in every year
level and subject. Plus, a series of Student Tools help teach
formative assessment strategies that students can use after
receiving an assignment, during instruction, while completing
work, and before or after a summative assessment. All tools
include clear instructions for use, suggestions for variations
and guidance on next steps.

111005 • $69.00
Think Big, Start Small: How to
Differentiate Instruction in a BrainFriendly Classroom

Culturally Proﬁcient Learning
Communities
Delores Lindsey, Linda Jungwirth, Jarvis Pahl, Randall Lindsey
• 9781742398358

Gayle Gregory, Martha Kaufeldt

Culturally Proﬁcient Learning Communities discusses the
impact of our history on cultural understanding and provides
a wealth of practical PLC-building strategies—including
assessment and inquiry-driven planning, instructional design,
curriculum development, coaching, leadership, and shared
decision making. The authors examine the goals, purpose, and
process of creating and sustaining equity-focused PLCs

You no longer have to be a neuroscientist to understand
how your students absorb knowledge. This easyto-comprehend guide pares down the vast ﬁeld of
neuroscience and covers the brain basics that affect
your classroom the most—attention, memory, emotions,
and stress. With a variety of simple brain-compatible
strategies, you’ll see a measurable difference in your
differentiated classrooms.

CO8358 • $35.95

SOT9263 • $27.95

From School Improvement to Sustained
Capacity: The Parallel Leadership Pathway

Creating Powerful Learning Relationships:
A Whole School Community Approach

Frank Crowther • 9781742398365

George Otero, Robert Csoti, David Rothstadt • 9781741707649

Bestselling author Frank Crowther makes a compelling case for
capacity building and parallel leadership as the keys to ensuring
sustainable improvement. Based on a recent research study that
examined how school leaders collaborated to enhance quality
in their workplaces, this book: •Includes practical examples
and proven tools •Outlines six research-based dynamics for
accomplishing lasting results • Provides real-life examples of
successful parallel leadership among administrators, teachers
and students •Demonstrates effective capacity building in a
variety of settings with case studies and simulations.

Sometimes we wonder if our schools are really helping people
be better human beings. As leaders we need to reﬂect on
whether we are actually doing the right thing. The authors of
this book got into education because we wanted to make a
difference. Yet, we have all wrestled with understanding how
we can make a difference as educational leaders. This book
describes a framework for leading a school that focuses all
school activity on the factors that deliver the best learning
outcomes. It is about what we really know is important for
every child to succeed.

HB7649 • $19.95

CO8365 • $39.95
Learning by Doing: A Handbook for
Professional Learning Communities at
Work, 2nd Edition

From Staff Room to Classroom II: The
One-Minute Professional Development
Robin Fogarty, Brian Pete • 9781742395562

Now, they present 144 strategies for leading staff
development workshops, professional learning communities
and staff meetings. Using different strategies from each
column of a morphological grid, presenters can create
a different presentation format every time. Ideas can be
arranged according to personal preference, group needs or
creative inspiration. Designed for staff developers, school
leaders and professional learning community facilitators,
From Staff Room to Classroom II makes planning creative and
winning presentations effortless!

Authors • 9781742397177

Learning by Doing: A Handbook for Professional Learning
Communities at Work is the best-selling guide for action
that helps educators close the knowing-doing gap as they
transform their schools into professional learning communities
(PLCs). This second edition responds to the authors’
continuous work with educators to update and clarify the PLC
implementation process by providing a deeper understanding
of common PLC challenges and how to resolve them, revised
and expanded charts for tracking PLC progress

CO5562 • $39.95

SOT7177 • $42.95

Making Technology Standards Work for You

Improving Schools from Within: Teachers,
Parents and Principals Can Make the Difference

Susan Brooks-Young • 9781742390987

A tightly-organised guide, this book provides educational
leaders with tools and resources for creating both a vision and
a process for school reform. Organised in chapters devoted to
single aspects of technology leadership such as a planning,
curriculum and instruction, assessment, staff development,
legal and social issues, and more, the book provides clear and
speciﬁc directions for the unique concerns of leaders at all
levels with easy-to-follow charts and tables containing detailed
task assignments. It is a truly complete and indispensable
reference and workbook for both every educator in a leadership
position as well as those preparing to assume one.

Roland Barth • 9781555423681

Amid calls for educational reform, little attention has been
given to the crucial relationships amoung adults within the
school. Noted educator Roland Barth argues that those closest
to students-teachers, principals and parents-are the most
powerful sources for school change. Drawing on his years
of experience as a teacher, principal and university faculty
member, Barth shows how communication, collegiality and
risk taking amoung adults in the schoolhouse can create an
atmosphere of learning and leadership for all.

23681 • $27.95

CAT003

IST0987 • $65.95
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Reﬂective Practice: The Cornerstone for
School Improvement

Managing Change: Leading School
Improvement

Robin Matthews, Bruce Barnett, Gary O’Mahony • 9781741013047

Robin Matthews, Bruce Barnett, Gary O’Mahony • 9781741013344

Reﬂective Practice: The Cornerstone for School Improvement,
focuses on how Principals, Coordinators and LeadTeachers can nurture effective instruction and interpersonal
relationships through reﬂective practice. Reﬂection is the
process through which leaders ensure effective professional
practice. This resource provides a thoughtful, comprehensive
guide to reﬂective practice, explaining the meaning of
reﬂection and how to beneﬁt from it, as well as providing
practical examples of how reﬂection can be implemented in
schools to aid teachers and students.

This practical handbook provides insights into the nature of
change in schools and the critical role that school leaders
play in the process of change. Managing the change process
ensures that school improvement efforts achieve their
goals and that planned initiatives are actually implemented.
Managing Change: Leading School Improvement covers
topics such as self-analysis, effective planning and reﬂecting
on achievements, and provides a systematic and proven
approach to school improvement, enabling school leaders to
approach the task with conﬁdence.

HB3348 • $19.95

HB3046 • $19.95
Building Culture: A Framework for School
Improvement

Results Now: How We Can Achieve
Unprecedented Improvements in Teaching

Robin Matthews, Bruce Barnett, Gary O’Mahony • 9781741013399

Mike Schmoker • 9781741702606

Building a school culture is one of the most complex and
important concepts in education, yet it has often been a
neglected vital component in school improvement. Culture
gives a school its own identity; it is simply: ‘the way we do
business around here’. This book provides the reader with
procedures for analysing and shaping the culture of a school,
as well as outlining how school leaders can sustain culture
for the furture.

This book identiﬁes the most pervasive obstacles to school
improvement: • What blocks educators from seeing how much
better their schools could be • Why teacher isolation is an enemy
of improvement • What prevents leaders from having much
inﬂuence on the quality of instruction. Discover how your school
can exceed expectations, swiftly reduce achievement gaps, and
enhance the lifetime learning of all your students by concentrating
on what really counts: • The simple actions that can swiftly
and substantially improve education • The most powerful set of
structures and practices for improving instruction in any school.

HB3399 • $19.95
106045 • $27.95

Professional Learning Communities
at Work: Best Practices for Enhancing
Student Achievement

Power Struggles: Successful Techniques
for Educators, Second Edition
Brian Mendler, Allen Mendler • 9781742399249

It’s every educators worst fear: losing control of
the classroom. Regain the focus of challenging and
resistant students with this practical resource on
classroom management, discipline, and motivation.
The dedicated authors re-examine the root causes of
student misbehaviour, and offer a range of easy-toimplement instructions and activities along with realworld stories of these strategies in action to prevent
and defuse future disruptive classroom moments.

This book guides you through recommendations from the
best practices found in schools nationwide for continuously
improving school performance. The book provides speciﬁc,
practical “how-to” information about transforming schools
into results-oriented professional learning communities,
including curriculum development, teacher preparation, school
leadership, professional development programs, school-parent
partnerships and assessment practices.

SOT9249 • $19.95

SOT8702 • $39.95

Professional Learning Communities at
Work Journal

Revisiting Professional Learning
Communities at Work

Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker, Richard DuFour • 9781742395128

Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker, Richard DuFour • 9781742392592

The Professional Learning Communities at Work Journal is unique
because it not only assists the individual teacher, but also guides
the collaborative team planning and processes essential to schools
that operate as PLCs. The ﬁrst section of the book contains an
overview of the three big ideas that shape a PLC, cultural shifts
that are to be expected and keys to building high-performing
collaborative teams. The second section includes text and activities
to inform, inspire and challenge you and your teammates as you
all take the professional learning community journey. The third
section provides references and resources for further study.

This tenth anniversary sequel to the authors’ best-selling book
Professional Learning Communities at Work merges research and
practice to offer the most extensive, practical and authoritative
examination of how schools at all levels can use the Professional
Learning Communities concept to improve learning, both for students
and the adults who serve them. It draws upon new insights gleaned
from the authors’ ongoing work in real schools and districts across
North America that have consistently demonstrated the impressive
power of Professional Learning Communities and its relevance to
schools and teachers worldwide, including here in Australia.

SOT5128 • $19.95

SOT2592 • $45.95
The Collaborative Teacher: Working Together
as a Professional Learning Community
Cassandra Erkens, Rebecca DuFour, Richard DuFour • 9781742392622

The time of exclusive, limited top-down leadership is over!
Only teachers can transform education from inside the
classroom itself. The Collaborative Teacher: Working Together
as a Professional Learning Community deﬁnes best practices
of collaborative teacher leadership in a professional learning
community. Speciﬁc techniques, supporting research, expert
insight and real classroom stories from experienced and
respected practitioners combine to illustrate how to work
together for student learning, create a guaranteed and viable
curriculum, and use data to inform instruction.

SOT2622 • $35.95
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Whatever It Takes: How Professional
Learning Communities Respond When
Kids Don’t Learn
Richard DuFour • 9781741708684

This book examines the question, “What happens when,
despite our best efforts in the classroom, a student does not
learn?” In traditional schools, the response to this question
has been left to individual classroom teachers, whereas a
Professional Learning Community will not leave this critical
question to each teacher to resolve. Whatever It Takes is full
of speciﬁc strategies to make an immediate impact in helping
schools transition from theory to action!

SOT8680 • $39.95
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The Power of Professional Learning
Communities at Work: Bringing the Big
ideas to Life (DVD Set)

Getting Started: Reculturing Schools to
Become Professional Learning Communities
Rebecca DuFour, Robert Earker, Richard DuFour • 9781741708677

This book comprehensively answers the question that
many schools ask when seeking to transform themselves
into Professional Learning Communities: “Where do we
begin?” The book includes suggestions for ﬁnding the time
for transformation, lessons learned from one school that
made the transition and a conversation with the authors that
answers many of the typical, frequently asked questions
asked by professionals considering the shift toward
establishing Professional Learning Communities.

Richard DuFour, Robert Eaker, Rebecca DuFour • 9781742394886

Teachers and administrators from eight diverse schools share
successful strategies and inspiring experiences in candid,
unscripted conversations and collaborative team meetings in
this lively new PLC resource. Created as an introduction to PLC
concepts, this four-program series provides your staff with a
powerful learning experience that is informative and entertaining.
This set includes the four programs of approximately 20 minutes
each on DVD plus a 68- page Facilitator’s Guide. The programs
can be presented in four half-day workshops.

SOT8672 • $24.95
SOT4886 • $395
Through New Eyes: Examining the Culture
of Your School (DVD)

Journals as Frameworks for Professional
Learning Communities 2nd Edition + CD

Richard DuFour • 9781742394879

Mary Dietz • 9781742391168

This four-hour training program for use with primary and
secondary school staff helps educators see the differences
between a traditional school and a Professional Learning
Commnity school through the eyes of Johnny, a secondary
school student. The resource contains a facilitator’s guide
and a discussion DVD. The facilitator’s guide includes an
introduction to the program, step-by-step instructions for
leading the workshop, guiding questions, small-group and
full-group activities, and pages that can be used for overhead
or handouts.

In Journals as Frameworks for Professional Learning
Communities, international consultant Mary E. Dietz
demonstrates ﬁve types of structured journals tailored to the
scope and purpose of professional learning communities (PLCs).
Each of the journals in this guide follows a clearly deﬁned
four-step process - purpose, focus, process and outcome - and
provides a framework that promotes collaboration, continuous
learning and improved student achievement. This comprehensive
resource provides teachers, administrators and other PLC
members with powerful support for change and growth.

SOT4879 • $200

CO1168 • $49.95
Protocols for Professional Learning (The
Professional Learning Community Series)

Leading With Trust: How to Build Strong
School Teams

Lois Brown Easton • 9781742392837

Susan Stephenson • 9781742394831

Use this handy guide to get your Professional Learning
Community (PLC) engaged, energised and ready to implement
formative assessment. Everything you need to organise and
run your PLC - including agendas, schedules, handouts and
background readings - is included. With enough materials for
seven sessions in total, you can focus your PLC on all of the
critical issues related to formative assessment. Easy-to-use
charts, checklists and templates support every step of getting
started and keeping your PLC on track.

What are the causes of distrust? How do members of school
teams discuss traditionally taboo topics? This ﬁeld guide begins
with personal exercises designed for leaders to use before they
engage with staff. A variety of team exercises and a progressive
series of strategies follow, designed to move the community
towards a more trusting environment. The book covers the
spectrum from deep distrust to high levels of trust and offers
examples of corporate cultures that have achieved model trust
environments. Inspirational quotes, tables, graphs and activities
enhance this research-based manual for high-trust teams.

109037 • $15.95

SOT4831 • $55.95

Bringing Your Learning Community to
Life: A Roadmap for Sustainable School
Improvement

The Handbook for SMART School Teams + CD
Anne Conzemius • 9781742395449

This resource puts quality improvement at your ﬁngertips by
providing you with information covering all aspects of teamingfrom types of teams, member roles and team ground rules
to data collection, data analysis and data interpretation. This
book and companion CD-ROM will help you set the stage for
collaboration and teamwork by teaching you how to become a
SMART school and improve processes and systems. You and
your team members will learn: Structures for teamwork; the
basics of effective teamwork; group processes and planning
tools; the beneﬁts of thinking like a system; and the role of
professional development in learning communities.

Stephen Kaagan, Linda Headley • 9781742395616

How can you take the concept of a professional learning
community (PLC) from theory to the school building? This
how-to guide walks you through the process of establishing
a PLC step by step over a ﬂexible timeline of nine to twelve
months. Leadership and organisational development
specialists Stephen S. Kaagan and Linda Headley provide
school leaders with a concrete road map and numerous
tools for creating and sustaining a PLC focused on improving
student learning.

SOT5449 • $69.95

CO5616 • $39.95

SOT5456 • $32.95
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The Power of SMART Goals

Improve Learning by Building Community

Anne Conzemius • 9781742395456

John Daresh, Jane Lynch • 9781742395869

This comprehensive yet easy-to-read book by the authors
of The Handbook for SMART School Teams shows readers
how to transform their schools into places where each and
every student is meeting and exceeding standards by shifting
thinking to a focus on results. Four real stories from primary,
middle, and high schools that are implementing SMART goals
give you a ﬁrsthand look at their “probletunities” - how they
are turning challenges into opportunities for learning and
improvement. The authors also provide templates and forms
for implementing the SMART goals process in your own
schools and classrooms.

Reﬂecting contemporary research and the authors’ extensive
work with principals, this book includes scenarios that illustrate
the work of real principals in P-12 schools. Administrators
will ﬁnd invaluable assistance from Practical Tips that offer
strategies for implementation, Points for Practice that highlight
critical concepts, and Points to Ponder that promote reader
reﬂection. Each chapter encourages school leaders to consider
what community building means for their own schools and
provides guidance. Improve Learning by Building Community
helps principals bring together all stakeholders to create the
kind of schools that can ensure success for every student.

CO5869 • $39.95
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Leading Professional Learning Teams: A
Start-Up Guide for Improving Instruction

Guiding Professional Learning
Communities: Inspiration, Challenge,
Surprise, and Meaning

Susan Sather • 9781742393063

Leading Professional Learning Teams provides a ﬁeldtested model for implementing PLTs that strengthen teacher
collaboration in professional learning communities, improve
instruction and increase student achievement. This guide shows
a professional learning team in action. Each chapter highlights
four important elements to help ensure alignment with
educators’ objectives: Action - steps for starting up a PLT; Voices
From the Field - school leaders offering insights from actual
PLTs; Tools - Resources with information about PLTs, plus at-aglance road maps for each step of the implementation process.

James Roussin, Shirley Hord, William Sommers • 9781742395500

Leading Professional Learning Communities introduced
educators to the components of an effective professional learning
community (PLC). Now this implementation handbook offers
more than 30 structured “learning opportunities” to help busy
educators put the components into practice. Ideal as a companion
to the original book but also valuable as a stand-alone resource,
it guides educators in developing a new PLC or sustaining an
existing one. Members of PLCs can use the learning opportunities
to facilitate individual and team development.

CO3063 • $47.95

CO5500 • $39.95
Schools As Professional Learning
Communities

Sustaining Professional Learning
Communities

Eunice Pruitt, Sylvia Roberts • 9781741708479

Robert Cole, Paul Houston, Alan Blankstein • 9781742391052

Effective school leadership does not have to be a losing
battle. This book helps leadership teams go beyond excuses
to capitalise on their strengths, and reduce weaknesses. The
Leadership for Learning Framework challenges readers to
consider that student achievement is more than test results.
When the focus is on test scores, leaders fail to measure
and understand the importance of their own actions, and
they are encouraged to look deeper into their results and
become “Leading” educators, who achieve high results and
understand how their actions inﬂuence their success.

Professional learning communities have become a signiﬁcant
factor in improving instructional effectiveness and student
achievement. In the third volume of The Soul of Educational
Leadership series, educators and leaders will discover
key concepts and strategies for sustaining the critically
important work of these communities. Contributions from
Shirley M. Hord, Maurice J. Elias, Karen Seashore Louis, Andy
Hargreaves, Stephanie A. Hirsh and other successful educators
highlight leadership teams and developing collaborative
cultures that meet real-world challenges and moral choices.

CO8478 • $65.95

CO1052 • $65.95
Whole-Staff Study Groups: Creating
Professional Learning Communities That
Target Student Learning Third Edition

Teachers Learning Together: Creating
Learning Communities
Donna Ogle • 9781741017120

Learning communities are one of the most useful and
effective forms of professional development, and teachers
learning together translates into learning for students.
From reading groups and shared staff study to professional
networks and organisations, Teaching Learning Together takes
a look at many ways teachers can create more successful
learning communities. Also included are tips for getting
started and a list of professional organisation websites..

Dale Lick, Carlene Murphy • 9781741014495

The Whole-Staff Study Group (WSSG) System is a studentdriven, holistic process for facilitating major staff development
and schoolwide change. This edition incorporates the most
current theoretical concepts on change, the latest reﬁnements
to change management procedures, and a wealth of new
experiences from more than two-thousand individual study
groups.

CO7122 • $10.95

CO4492 • $59.95

Leading Professional Learning Communities:
Voices from Research and Practice

Building and Connecting Learning
Communities: The Power of Networks for
School Improvement

Shirley Hord, William Sommers • 9781742391069

The authors cover building a vision for a PLC, implementing
structures, creating policies and procedures, and developing
leadership skills required for a learning community. Each
chapter includes meaningful quotes from the ﬁeld, “rocks
in the road” and ways to overcome them, examples from
real PLCs and learning activities. The text illustrates how
this research-based school improvement model can help
educators. Discover how you can grow a vital community
of professionals who work together to increase their
effectiveness.

CO1069 • $65.95

Soina Ben Jaafar, Steven Katz, Lorna Earl • 9781742393391

Ideal for school leaders leading change efforts, this book
describes how separate professional learning communities
can be linked across schools by common instructional
and learning issues to create dynamic networked learning
communities (NLCs). Drawing on their work with schools
throughout North America and England, Steven Katz, Lorna
M. Earl and Sonia Ben Jaafar show how participants in NLCs
can share professional knowledge that ultimately improves
learning and achievement in schools.

CO3391 • $39.95
Failure is Not an Option, Second Edition

Teacher Teams That Get Results A
Multimedia Kit for Professional Development

Alan Blankstein, Michael Fullan • 9781742393506

Alan M. Blankstein has documented how educators have
closed gaps, turned schools around and sustained overall
success. This book outlines how to become a high-performing
school and learning community, shows how to avoid ten
common routes to failure, includes many new case stories and
examples, and offers new emphasis on: diversity, assessment
for learning, intervention and support for students at risk,
schooling as a community endeavour. The second edition of
Failure Is Not an Option® tells more than the story - it gives
speciﬁc tools, insights and processes that others have used to
ensure that success is the ONLY option!

Lin Kuzmich, Gayle Gregory • 9781742395036

This complete multimedia kit comprises the acclaimed book
Teacher Teams That Get Results, by Gayle Gregory and Lin
Kuzmich; The Facilitator’s Guide to Teacher Teams That Get
Results; the 47-minute DVD presentation; and the CD-ROM
copy of The Facilitator’s Guide to Teacher Teams That Get
Results, with blank worksheets that can be used by teachers
in their own endeavours. Taken together, this comprehensive
multimedia presentation offers staff developers, at all levels,
the necessary materials to help principals and teachers
develop results-oriented professional learning communities.

CO3094 • $200
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How to Handle Hard-to-Handle Parents

Twelve Roles of Facilitators for School
Change, 2nd Edition

Maryln Appelbaum • 9781742393339

How to Handle Hard-to-Handle Parents details speciﬁc
skills for communicating with parents, including those who
are difﬁcult, angry, overprotective or overbearing. Packed
with sample forms, letters, scenarios and vignettes, plus
techniques for involving families whose ﬁrst language is not
English, this guide helps educators: establish relationships
with parents of all backgrounds; recognise, and work with,
characteristics of difﬁcult people; be proactive in getting
parents to cooperate; conduct expert parent conferences; and
handle all types of parents, including ‘Know-It-Alls’, ‘Blamers’
and ‘Helicopter Parents’.

Bruce Williams • 9781741706390

The author outlines twelve essential roles on the leadership
team and provides practical tools for each to use in facilitating
the change process. This easy-to-use, research-based volume
guides principals, staff developers and other leaders through
the four main functions of effective facilitators: leading the
collaboration and change process; providing skills training;
acting as a resource consultant; and motivating and energising
the group. By following the clear, step-by-step directions in this
book, educators will learn to facilitate and embrace change,
leading to higher student engagement and achievement!

CO3339 • $45.00

CO6394 • $50.00
How to Deal With Parents Who Are Angry,
Troubled, Afraid, or Just Plain Crazy, 2nd Edition

From Conﬂict to Conciliation: How to
Defuse Difﬁcult Situations

Elaine McEwan • 9781742394565

William Purkey, John Schmidt, John Novak • 9781742395081

Emotionally charged, disgruntled and abusive parents –
sound familiar? The newly revised, second edition of Elaine
McEwan’s bestselling classic will help you manage your most
difﬁcult audience, providing features and examples that will
give you the conﬁdence and skills you need to handle such
situations. Every educator will ﬁnd strategies for handling
angry and unresponsive parents and the critical issues that
cause misunderstandings. Following McEwan’s seven steps of
effective problem-solving will help with quick solutions while
creating a nurturing, healthy school community.

This resource describes the Six-C process, a conﬂict
resolution method that allows educators to take progressively
more assertive steps as necessary to resolve disagreements.
This research-based approach helps readers handle
challenging situations using the least amount of time and
energy. Each step from concern to conciliation is illustrated
with examples and scenarios. Focused on preserving
relationships while resolving disagreements, From Conﬂict to
Conciliation can be used in any situation or setting, from the
classroom to the community.

CO4565 • $39.95

CO5081 • $40.95
For Whom the Late Bell Tolls

Collaborative Action Research for
Professional Learning Communities

John McPherson • 9781741701845

From the creator of ‘Close to Home’, a cartoon that
appears daily in over 600 newspapers around the
world, comes this hilarious look at school life. You
will laugh at these single-panel cartoons about
all aspects of school: teachers, students, parents,
classes and athletics. A great gift for yourself or a
colleague with a good sense of humour.

Richard Sagor • 9781742397078

Become disciplined and deliberative with data as you design
and implement program improvements to enhance student
learning with the ﬁve habits of inquiry in this book. Evidence
suggests that when constant, highquality collaborative
inquiry becomes the norm in a PLC, students prosper, the
school culture becomes enriched and teachers enjoy greater
professional satisfaction. In the functional culture of a PLC,
team members are bound by a commitment to shared norms,
values and behaviours that become habit and nurture the
functional culture.

KA1848 • $10.00

SOT7078 • $35.95
Developing Minds: A Resource Book for
Teaching Thinking
Arthur Costa • 9781741012576

What are ‘thinking skills’? Can they be taught? And can they be
taught as part of the standard curriculum? Developing Minds
rejuvenates our focus on thinking throughout the curriculum,
using ﬁve themes. The ﬁrst, focusing on students’ capacity
to think, is an obvious, immediate goal. The others - thinking
to learn, thinking together, thinking about thoughtfulness and
thinking big - are more complex and require longer-range
attention. This book helps to forge a common vision throughout
the education community of what characterises effective and
creative thinkers and problem-solvers.

The Flat World and Education
Linda Darling-Hammond • 9781741708233

This book examines the roots of our modern education system
and shows how the skills required for our 21st-century global
economy cannot be learned in traditional education systems.
She identiﬁes an “opportunity gap” that has evolved as new
kinds of learning have become necessary. This book offers
a coherent approach for effective reform that focuses on
creating successful systems, inducting and supporting quality
teachers, designing effective schools, establishing strong
professional practice and providing equitable and sufﬁcient
resources.

TCP8233 • $27.95

101063 • $49.95
Mind, Brain & Education: Neuroscience
Implications for the Classroom
David Sousa, Daniel Ansari, Joanna Christodoulou, Judy Willis
• 9781742397580

The leading educational neuroscience researches in this book
investigate such questions as: What are the neurological
foundations of learning and of individual differences in
learning? How did educators get involved with neuroscience,
and where might this involvement lead? Written for educators,
this book showcases neuroscience’s insights into the
learning process and explores its implications for educational
theory and practice. It provides applications, examples and
suggestions for further thought and research.

Differentiation and the Brain
David Sousa, Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781742398037

This book examines the principles of differentiation in light of
current brain based research. It answers questions regarding
differentiation and student readiness, student interest,
and student learning proﬁles. The book provides multiple
suggestions of how to design and implement strategies such
as tiering, student contracts and anchor activities. It also
explains the brain science behind differentiation and clariﬁes
why certain strategies are more successful than others. Case
studies are provided, and scenarios to help teachers envision
differentiation strategies working in their own classrooms.

SOT8037 • $39.95

SOT7580 • $39.95
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Wasting Minds: Why Our Education System
Is Failing and What We Can Do About It

Catching Up or Leading the Way: American
Education in the Age of Globalization

Ronald Wolk • 9781741707618

Yong Zhao • 9781742399300

Wasting Minds offers a smart and tightly reasoned critique of
schooling and school reform. He also offers a set of remedies,
and shows how to build an education system centred on
students and ﬁnd a way forward to higher student achievement.
Learn why so many assumptions guiding political and
educational leaders—standards and testing, longer school days/
years, pushing advanced maths classes—have little prospect of
achieving results. And explore a new strategy forward following
promising innovations such as individualising instruction,
performance assessments and restructuring public education.

With this book, educators, policymakers, parents and others
interested in preparing students to be productive global
citizens will gain a clear understanding of what kinds of
knowledge and skills constitute “digital ompetence” and
“global competence”, and what schools can –and must – do
to meet the challenges and opportunities brought about by
globalisation and technology.This book will forever change the
debate about what’s wrong and what’s right with education
and where it should be going.

Deliverology 101: A Field Guide for
Educational Leaders

21st Century Skills: Rethinking How
Students Learn

Michael Barber, Andy Mofﬁt, Paul Kihn • 9781741706987

James Bellanca • 9781742397054

Michael Barber, former chief advisor on delivery to British
Prime Minister Tony Blair, and his colleagues Andy Mofﬁt and
Paul Kihn thoroughly describe Barber’s proven reform delivery
processes in this practical ﬁeld guide. Citing education reform
case studies from more than 20 countries, the authors assert
that most previous reforms were unsuccessful due to failed
implementation. The authors illustrate a ﬁeld-tested program
that ensures reform is achieved in the most profound sense,
with students able to see, feel and reap the beneﬁts of a highquality education.

This dynamic new framework promotes innovation through
critical thinking, problem solving, collaboration and technology
integration, while building on mastery of core content and
background knowledge. Highly respected education leaders and
innovators address critical concepts supporting the Framework
for 21st Century Learning. The afterword by Andy Hargreaves then
looks at the implications of the 21st century skills framework and
how we can continue to build on the movement.This book is a
part of the Leading Edge series, uniting education authorities from
around the globe on important issues that impact student success.

109076 • $16.95

111015 • $29.95

CO6987 • $47.95

SOT7054 • $45.00
School, Family, and Community
Partnerships, 3rd Edition + CD

Ahead of the Curve: The Power of Assessment
to Transform Teaching & Learning

Joyce Epstein • 9781742394688

Douglas Reeves, Larry Ainsworth, Lisa Almeida, Anne Davies, Richard
DuFour, Linda Gregg, Thomas Guskey, Robert Marzano, Ken OConnor,
Rick Stiggins, Stephen White, Dylan Wiliam • 9781741708288

Based on 25 years’ research, this comprehensive third edition of
School, Family, and Community Partnerships details a framework
that enables school, regional and state leaders to develop
effective programs for family and community involvement. Learn
how to create Action Teams for Partnerships and train team
members in planning and implementing partnership activities.
Discover how teams can mobilise community resources, reach
families, evaluate program results, and improve plans and
practices over time. A proven approach to implementing and
sustaining inclusive, goaloriented programs.

This book brings the ideas and recommendations of many
internationally renowned education leaders into one resource for
educators working to help their students achieve at ever-higher
levels. Each chapter contributes to a sound conceptual framework
and offers speciﬁc, practical strategies for assessment. From
involving students in the assessment process, to ensuring accuracy, to
applying assessments to English language learners and special needs
students, you will ﬁnd compelling insights and proven strategies.

SOT8281 • $50.00

CO4688 • $49.95
Change Wars - Leading Edge Series

The Fourth Way: The Inspiring Future for
Educational Change

Andy Hargreaves • 9781742393193

Change Wars provides a comprehensive view of the challenges
of education reform and offers strategies for change.
Educational luminaries from around the globe share their
theories-in-action on how to achieve deep change. As editors
Andy Hargreaves and Michael Fullan note in their introduction,
“Despite our differences, we are part of the same change
family and its compelling narrative of improvement and justice
- supporting each other where we can and challenging each
other when we must…Education is entirely about change…
and effective change is inalienably about learning – ﬁguring
out the best way forward for the greatest good”.

SOT3193 • $50.00

Dennis Shirley, Andy Hargreaves • 9781742393209

Drawing on “Four Horizons of Hope” - examples of promising
implementation and practice - the book demonstrates how
schools can achieve dramatic improvement built on: Six
Pillars of Purpose that support change; Three Principles
of Professionalism that drive change; Four Catalysts of
Coherence that sustain change. Written for educators,
consultants and administrators, The Fourth Way represents
an innovative vision of educational change for meeting the
dramatic problems and dynamic challenges facing educators
in the 21st century.

CO3209 • $45.00
Delivering on the Promise: The Education
Revolution

In a Nutshell: The Adult Learner: Some
Things We Know

Barbara Gaddy Carrio, Rick Schreiber, Wendy Battino, Richard
DeLorenzo • 9781742394756

Robin Fogarty, Brian Pete • 9781741012712

Delivering on the Promise is the compelling story of how a
team of visionary educators put their careers on the line to
turn the traditional education system inside out and create
a dramatically different approach to schooling that would
serve every child—not just children with dedicated parents or
systems with tremendous ﬁnancial resources. The result is the
Re-Inventing Schools Coalition (RISC) Approach to Schooling, a
new paradigm in education that can be replicated anywhere,
by anyone, for any student, under any circumstances.

This professional development resource will help you to
design effective learning for the adult learner. The book
deals with the issues adult learners are concerned with,
such as priorities, collaboration, relevance, pragmatism and
immediacy. It discusses the principles that guide the learning
practices of the adult learner, and the strategies that ‘work in
the work setting’. This is a must-have for your professional
library.

RF2716 • $15.00

SOT4756 • $39.95
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Head of the Class

The School as a Home for the Mind,
Second Edition

Phi Delta Kappa International • 9781742396170

A light hearted look at some of the challenges facing
educators in the 21st century. Looking at a variety of topics
including Making the Grade, Plugged In, and The Teacher’s
Lounge, as well as a variety of school subjects, this fun
collection of slightly cynical cartoons about schools and
teaching is sure to bring a smile to your face and remind
teachers of why they education is their chosen career.

Arthur Costa • 9781741704747

Compiled to celebrate Arthur L. Costa’s distinguished
career, The School As a Home for the Mind, Second Edition,
assembles under one cover the author’s best thinking about
the teaching of thinking. Costa explains why educators need
to integrate explicit thinking instruction into daily lessons,
how such instruction can take place, and what thinking—and
the teaching of thinking—looks like and sounds like. He
also discusses the curricular changes that accompany the
introduction of teaching for, of and about thinking.

SOT6170 • $21.95

CO474X • $55.00

Curriculum 21: Essential Education for a
Changing World

On Common Ground: The Power of
Professional Learning Communities

Heidi Hayes Jacbos • 9781742394596

Rebecca DuFour, Richard DuFour, Roland Barth • 9781742393476

If you believe that an essential role of schooling is preparing
students to succeed in today’s world, then here is a book
that makes a powerful case for why and how schools must
overhaul, update and breathe new life into the P–12 curriculum.
World-renowned curriculum designer Heidi Hayes Jacobs
leads an allstar cast of education thought leaders. Here is your
opportunity to get out in front with breakthrough ideas for
educating the generation that you’ve been charged to nurture.
Curriculum 21 is the ideal guide to transforming schools into
learning organisations that match the times in which we live.

This book belongs to the Leading Edge series, uniting
education authorities from around the globe and asking
them to confront the important issues that affect teachers
and administrators¬–issues that profoundly impact
student success. On Common Ground brings the ideas
and recommendations of many educational leaders into
one resource for educators working to help their students
achieve at ever-higher levels. Each chapter contributes to a
sound conceptual framework and methods for developing
professional learning communities.

109008 • $29.95

SOT3476 • $49.95
Leadership for Family and Community
Involvement
Edward Moore, Lesley Farmer, Yoni Schwab • 9781742394138

This collection of papers serves to remind educators and
parents of the importance of collaboration between parents,
schools, and the larger community in the successful and
holistic education of children. The contributors explore a wide
range of issues including engaging families to ensure student
success, keeping parent/teacher interactions productive for
students, bringing communities and schools together, and
many more. The various editors and contributors who made
this book possible bring with them a vast array of experience
in the educational sector.

TrainSmart
Rich Allen • 9781741704853

Well-known author, consultant, and trainer Rich Allen offers
a comprehensive guide to planning and implementing
successful staff development sessions. The author provides
facilitators with a solid framework and a unique approach that
emphasises application and demonstrates each element of
the process through case studies, examples and practical tips.
Thoroughly updated, this edition includes new brain-friendly
strategies that can be easily implemented to help you create
dynamic learning experiences. Ideal for staff developers,
organizational trainers and administrators.

CO4855 • $39.95

CO4138 • $29.95
Dynamic Trainer
Laurie Kagan • 9781741702170

Regardless of who you train, or what you present, you
will ﬁnd invaluable tips and techniques to elevate your
presentations to new levels of excellence. Learn how to plan
your presentations with the end in mind, so you will hit the
learning target every time. Discover the 4 secrets trainers use.
Avoid common training pitfalls. Know what to say and what to
do to make the right impression. Start today on your path to
becoming a dynamic trainer.

KA2178 • $150.00

CAT003

Trainer’s Bonanza: Over 1000 Fabulous
Tips & Tools
Eric Jensen • 9781741701159

Do you want to get sparks ﬂying at your training sessions and
achieve dramatically better results? Packed with more than
1000 innovative and practical ideas, this book shows how
to motivate your participants and ensure an unforgettable
learning experience. Open the pages of this reader-friendly
book and discover the secrets to training success!

CO1155 • $29.95

Professional Development Kit 2: How to
Improve Discussion & Questioning Practices

Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts (Multimedia Kit),
Third Edition

Sandra Schurr • 9781741013436

Will Richardson • 9781742395975

Sandra Schurr is a proliﬁc author, known for creating
functional, timely and practical material for teachers. With this
professional development title, she has prepared yet another
resource for middle years educators, the second in a series
of staff development kits. How to Improve Discussion and
Questioning Practices provides all that a teacher or a team
needs to learn and apply many imaginative ways to improve
the basic facets of teaching.

Featuring the third edition of Will Richardson’s best-selling
book Blogs, Wikis, Podcasts, and Other Powerful Web Tools for
Classrooms, this comprehensive multimedia kit provides staff
developers with the necessary materials for helping teachers
use new Internet technologies to advance teaching practices,
student learning, classroom communication, and academic
performance. The pack includes a Companion Book, DVD,
CDROM and Facilitator’s Guide.

HB3437 • $24.95

CO5975 • $299.95
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Transforming Professional Development
into Student Results

Differentiated Professional Development
in a Professional Learning Community

Douglas Reeves • 9781742397160

Linda Bowgren, Kathryn Sever • 9781742397979

Douglas B. Reeves casts a critical eye on professional learning
that is inconsistent, unfocused and ultimately ineffective, and
explains why elaborate planning documents and brand-name
programs are not enough to achieve desired outcomes.
Reeves outlines how educators can improve this situation by:
taking speciﬁc steps to move from vision to implementation;
focusing on four essentials - teaching, curriculum,
assessment and leadership; making action research work;
moving beyond the “train the trainer” model; and using
performance assessment systems.

This book explores the idea that PLCs often overlook this
one crucial element to professional development. A practical
guide for designing school professional development plans,
this book explains a three-step model that is core to the
differentiation process called “I Do, We Do, You Do”. This
book provides the background, methods and practical tips
for helping teachers become excited about changing their
classrooms to meet the needs of all learners.

Reframing Teacher Leadership to Improve
Your School

Align the Design: A Blueprint for School
Improvement

Douglas Reeves • 9781741708363

Ann Mausbach, Nancy Mooney • 9781741706789

Author Douglas B. Reeves illuminates the way forward to higher
student achievement through a framework for teacher leadership.
Learn why the best way to expand and extend the most powerful
teaching strategies is for teachers to observe the practices of
other teachers and school administrators to build teacher leader
networks that encourage the sharing of effective instructional
practice. Explore the essential elements of a teacher leader
framework that promotes deep implementation of effective
teaching practices. And get practical ways to support networks of
teacher leaders at the school, district, and state levels.

Regardless of where you are in your school improvement
process, here’s a book that helps you make sure you have
all the right elements working for you in the right way.
The authors take you through the core processes that
are essential for all school improvement efforts - from
establishing your mission to differentiating your supervision
based on measures of success. To assist your improvement
effort, the book equips you with a set of “power tools” that
every school leader should have.

From Difﬁcult Teachers … to Dynamic
Teams

From Staff Room to Classroom: A Guide
for Planning and Coaching

Marilyn Grady, Barbara Brock • 9781742393308

Robin Fogarty, Brian Pete • 9781741700923

From Difﬁcult Teachers…to Dynamic Teamwork examines
the underlying basis of problematic behaviours and provides
proactive, proven strategies for building teamwork and a
positive school culture. Leaders will discover strategies for
enhancing their interpersonal skills, determining if their own
behaviour is contributing to the problem, and encouraging
behaviour change in teachers and staff. Maximise the
effectiveness of your staff by building a culture of shared
leadership, collegiality and teamwork!

Internationally recognised authors and consultants Robin Fogarty
and Brian Pete help readers meet those challenges head-on.
Which with theoretical underpinnings, this book drills down to the
essentials for each aspect and role. This practical guide presents
techniques that offer concrete help for working with teachers
using myriad real-life mentoring and coaching scenarios for
reference and inspiration. Focus on strategies that address your
speciﬁc needs, or simply follow the guide from beginning to end.
This amazing tool kit of wisdom, know-how and how-to is built
on the expertise of tried-and-true best practices that work!

SOT7979 • $29.95

109050 • $25.95

108005 • $32.95

108012 • $29.95

CO3308 • $39.95

CO0922 • $45.95

Implementing Curriculum Integration in
Standards-Based Middle Schools: The
Principal’s Role

Secondary Lenses on Learning
Participant Book: Team Leadership for
Mathematics in Middle and High Schools

Jim Snapp • 9781741707489

Catherine Miles Grant, Valerie Mills, Mary Bouck, Ellen Davidson
• 9781742393087

In this excellent resource, a practising principal with a great
deal of experience in integrated curriculum offers a compelling
rationale for a curriculum that truly meets the needs of all young
adolescents. This is the curriculum that all adolescents should
have access to and all teachers should use. This resource will
help school leaders: understand curriculum design and the
different types of curriculum; provide leadership for these efforts;
understand how curriculum integration can also be standards
based; and create positive public relations for this effort.

Secondary Lenses on Learning prepares leaders to explore
concepts in middle and high school algebra as a window into
content, instruction and assessment. Leaders will learn how
to assess the strengths and needs of mathematics programs,
set goals and generate plans for ongoing improvement
by engaging in extended explorations based on readings,
problem-based activities, cases and video clips.

CO3087 • $59.95

NM1914 • $17.95
The Self-Evaluation File

The Instructional Leader’s Guide to Informal
Classroom Observations

John MacBeath • 9781741011425

This book is a collection of instruments that have been tried
and tested by teachers and pupils. It offers tools to help: • open
up new insights into learning and teaching • promote dialogue
between teachers and pupils about learning preferences and
styles • identify how teaching and learning can be made more
effective • raise standards through greater understanding of what
it means to be a good student. It also contains tools to help school
management take a closer look at: • the qualities of leadership
• the distinctive roles of management • creating and sustaining
a culture of achievement • setting priorities in the use of time •
matching these priorities with personal and professional values.

Sally Zepeda

Like the best-selling ﬁrst edition, this book shows
elementary, middle, and high school principals
and other instructional leaders how to: Make your
classroom walk-throughs more productive and efﬁcient.
Ensure the professional development and growth of
your teachers. Provide teachers with easy-to-digest
feedback. Motivate your teachers and improve student
learning.

EYE2394 • $43.95
HB1426 • $35.00
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25
19
25
13
19
12
28
23
21
12
26
11
7
18
9
23
1
10
7
6

SOT0442
CO5913
CO3500
CO1173
TCP1649
102115
TCP3221
KA1848
111005
CO5081
CO3308

CODE

Every School, Every Team, Every Classroom
Everything School Leaders Need to Know About Assessment
Failure is Not an Option, Second Edition
Feedback: The Hinge That Joins Teaching and Learning
Finding Your Leadership Focus
Finding Your Leadership Style
Finnish Lessons
For Whom the Late Bell Tolls
Formative Assessment Strategies for Every Classroom
From Conﬂict to Conciliation
From Difﬁcult Teachers... to Dynamic Teams

$32.95
$39.95
$49.95
$21.95
$27.95
$25.95
$34.95
$10.00
$69.00
$40.95
$39.95

SOT0183

From Idea to Exit: The Entrepreneurial Journey

$49.95

CO3421
TC0626
TC0657
CO8365
CO5562
CO0922
105009
SOT8672
CO5500
CO1205
SOT6170
CO4565
HB3496
CO3339
EYE2363
INA4572
EYE1724
NM1914
CO5869
23681
109006
RF2716
SOT2028
NM0963
CO2387
IST0970
CO1168
SOT1519
SA4170
CO4588
SOT6231

$55.95
$24.95
$150.00
$39.95
$39.95
$45.95
$29.95
$24.95
$39.95
$32.95
$21.95
$39.95
$24.95
$45.00
$32.95
$29.95
$18.95
$17.95
$39.95
$27.95
$25.95
$15.00
$150.00
$29.95
$69.95
$55.95
$49.95
$27.95
$59.95
$40.00
$32.95

11

SOT1960

18
10
27
10
2
10
6
21
2
8
3

CO3070
100216
CO4138
CO8486
SOT4855
NM2195
SOT6248
108011
SOT3368
109019
SOT1946

18

107088

24
24
1
10

CO1069
CO3063
EYE9867
NE3755

2

SOT5256

8
10
10
23
10
21
7
16
2
11
21
22
25
10
16
7
19

CO2943
CO3292
CO8389
SOT4831
108008
SOT7177
CO4596
CO5524
CO1159
SOT1755
IST0987
HB3348
SOT7580
CO8494
CO5951
CO3520
EYE3964

From Mandate to Achievement
From Note Taking to Note Making
From Note Taking to Note Making DVD
From School Improvement to Sustained Capacity
From Staff Room to Classroom II
From Staffroom to Classroom
Future-Focused Leadership
Getting Started: Reculturing Schools to Become Professional
Guiding Professional Learning Communities
Having Hard Conversations
Head of the Class
How to Deal with Parents Who Are Angry, Troubled, Afraid
How to Evaluate Your Middle School
How to Handle Hard-to-Handle Parents
I Have Data… Now What?
If You Don't Feed the Teachers
Implementation Guide: Leading School Change
Implementing Curriculum Integration in Standards-Based Middl
Improve Learning by Building Community
Improving Schools from Within
Improving Student Learning One Principal at a Time
In a Nutshell: The Adult Learner
Innovation Through Technology: The Differentiators DVD
Inspire, Motivate, Collaborate
Instructional Coaching
ISTE's Technology Facilitation and Leadership Standards
Journals as Frameworks for Professional Learning Communities
Leaders of Learning
Leadership & Management Development in Education
Leadership & Sustainability: System Thinkers in Action
Leadership 180: Daily Mediations on School Leadership
Leadership and Learning: Sustainable Changes for 21st Century
Learning DVD
Leadership Coaching for Educators
Leadership for Differentiating Schools and Classrooms
Leadership for Family and Community Involvement
Leadership for Resilient Schools and Communities
Leadership in Professional Learning Communities at Work DVD
Leadership That Makes a Difference: Revitalising Middle Scho
Leading a Learning Organisation
Leading and Managing a Differentiated Classroom
Leading by Design: An Action Framework for PLC at Work Leaders
Leading Change in Your School
Leading Difﬁcult Conversations DVD
Leading Effective Meetings, Teams & Work Groups in Districts and
Schools
Leading Professional Learning Communities
Leading Professional Learning Teams
Leading School Change
Leading the Learning School
Leading the Way to Assessment for Learning: A Practical Guide 2nd
Edition
Leading Through Quality Questioning
Leading with Inquiry & Action
Leading with Teacher Emotions in Mind
Leading With Trust
Learning and Leading with Habits of Mind
Learning by Doing 2nd Edition
Learning Places: A Field Gde for Imprving the Context of Sch
Literacy Coaching to Build Adolescent Learning
Literacy is NOT Enough
Literacy Look-Fors
Making Technology Standards Work for You
Managing Change: Leading School Improvement
Mind, Brain & Education: Neuroscience Implications for the C
Mindful Leadership, 2nd Edition
Moments in Mathematics Coaching
Motion Leadership: The Skinny on Becoming Change Savvy
Motivating and Inspiring Teachers
Natural Learning for a Connected World: Education, Technology, and
the Human Brain
On Common Ground
Passion and Persistence: How to Develop a PLC (DVD)
Pathways to Coaching: A guide for team leaders
Pathways to Leadership: A guide for team leaders
Pathways to Monitoring: A guide for team leaders
Personal Learning Networks: Using the Power of Connections to
Transform Education
Power Struggles: Successful Techniques for Educators, Second
Edition
Principals & Student Achievement

1

TCP3191

27
20
18
10
15

SOT3476
SOT8228
HB4448
HB4456
HB4464

11

SOT1816

22

SOT9249

14

103309

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

LEADERSHIP

$150.00
$57.95
$25.95
$29.95
$65.95
$175.00
$23.00
$32.95
$30.95
$35.95
$19.95
$150.00
$30.00
$65.95
$47.95
$32.95
$59.95
$35.95
$32.95
$42.95
$39.95
$55.95
$32.95
$42.95
$55.95
$35.95
$27.95
$32.95
$65.95
$19.95
$39.95
$65.95
$39.95
$29.95
$45.95
$29.95
$49.95
$24.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$24.95
$19.95
$15.95

31

QTY

32

PG
Ref

CODE

14
1
27
1
2
22
22
23
18
7
2

107002
EYE9942
HB3437
TCP3337
EYE0503
SOT5128
SOT8702
109037
105156
CO3513
SOT9713

1

TCP3153

11

SOT2264

22
28
16
22
15
22
20
12
5
4
11
15
26
15
24
28
13
3
20
13
13
12
3
24
20
24
18
24
12
4
5
5
19
13

HB3046
108012
WIL14960
106045
CO3352
SOT2592
EYE9959
EYE9966
SOT1977
SOT7986
SOT7986
105125
CO4688
107018
CO8478
CO3087
EYE2066
111038
CO5150
110085
EYE2073
EYE1748
SOT2521
CO1052
CO5494
CO3094
106031
CO7122
SOT2325
111021
TCP1670
HB2547
CO5894
TCP1199

1

TCP3214

20
18
6
19
15
1
6
14
22
9
2
15
12
15
5
12
25
26
18
23
14
13
28
15
16
8
7
6
16
13

EYE9874
CO5579
CGP0278
107001
105037
CO1526
CO2639
SOT2585
SOT2622
SOT2332
CO1166
105005
IST9690
CO1151
SOT1861
SOT1861
TCP8233
CO3209
107084
SOT5449
SOT4824
EYE2394
EYE2394
CO0701
HB2430
105151
CO0339
CO8433
103019
TCP1182

1

TCP3177

16
23
23

HB7579
SOT4886
SOT5456

2

SOT2484

14
6
14
15
27
8
28
16

SOT3216
CO3931
CO1095
CO9164
CO474X
CO5685
HB1426
IST2684

TITLE

PRICE

Principals Who Learn
Problem-Solving Tools and Tips for School Leaders
Prof Dev Kit #2: How to Improve Discussion & Questioning
Professional Capital: Transforming Teaching in Every School
Professional Development: What Works, 2nd Edition
Professional Learning Communities at Work Journal
Professional Learning Communities at Work: Best Practices fo
Protocols for Professional Learning
Qualities of Effective Teachers, 2nd Edition
Realisation: The Change Imperative for Deepening
Rebuilding the Foundation
Reclaiming Our Teaching Profession: The Power of Educators
Learning in Community
Redeﬁning Fair: How to Plan, Assess, and Grade for Excellence in
Mixed-Ability Classrooms
Reﬂective Practice:Cornerstone for School Improvement
Reframing Teacher Leadership to Improve Your School
Renewal Coaching: Sustainable Change for Individuals and Org
Results Now: How We Can Achieve Unprecedented Improvements
Rethinking Leadership 2nd Edition
Revisiting Professional Learning Communities at Work
Rigor in Your School: A Toolkit for Leaders
Rigorous Schools and Classrooms: Leading the Way
Role of PLCs in Advancing 21st Century Skills, The DVD
School Improvement for the Next Generation
School Improvement for the Next Generation
School Leadership That Works
School, Family, and Community Partnerships, 3rd Edition + CD
Schooling by Design: Mission, Action & Achievement
Schools As Professional Learning Comm
Secondary Lenses on Learning Participant Book
Seven Simple Secrets: What the BEST Teachers Know and Do!
Simply Better: Doing What Matters Most to Change the Odds fo
Stirring the Head, Heart and Soul, 3rd Edition
Strengthening and Enriching your Professional Learning Community
Study Guide - Seven Simple Secrets
Study Guide - What Great Principals Do Differently
Supervising the Art and Science of Teaching DVD
Sustaining Professional Learning Communities
Talk About Teaching!
Teacher Teams That Get Results (Multimedia Kit)
Teachers as Classroom Coaches: How to Motivate Students
Teachers Learning Together
Teaching & Assessing 21st Century Skills
Teaching 21st Century Skills
Teaching as Inquiry
Teaching Ethics
Teaching for Deep Understanding
Teaching for Thinking Today
The 3 Dimensions of Improving Student Performance: Finding the
Right Solutions to the Right Problems
The 4 CORE Factors for School Success
The Active Mentor
The Adaptive School, 2nd Edition
The Art & Science of Teaching
The Art of School Leadership
The Brain and Strengths Based School Leadership
The Challenge of Change, Second Edition
The Collaborative Administrator
The Collaborative Teacher
The Connected Educator: Learning and Leading in a Digital Age
The Daily Practices of Succesful Principals
The Differentiated School
The Digital Briefcase for Administrators: Tools and Templates
The Distributed Leadership Toolbox + CD
The Five Disciplines of PLC Leaders
The Five Disciplines of PLC Leaders
The Flat World and Education
The Fourth Way
The Fundamentals of Literacy Coaching
The Handbook for SMART School Teams + CD
The High-Performing School + CD
The Instructional Leader's Guide to Informal Classroom Observations
The Instructional Leader's Guide to Informal Classroom Observations
The Leadership Brain
The Leadership File
The Learning Leader: How to Focus School Improvement for Bet
The Moral Imperative of School Leadership
The Moral Imperative Realized
The New Principal's Fieldbook: Strategies for Success
The New Science of Teaching and Learning
The Pedagogy of Conﬁdence: Inspiring High Intellectual Performance
in Urban Schools
The Power of Coaching for School Improvement
The Power of PLCs at Work DVD Set
The Power of SMART Goals
The Prime Leadership Framework: PRinciples and Indicators for
Mathematics Education Leaders
The Principal as Assessment Leader
The Principal as Leader of Challenging Conversations
The Principal as Mathematics Leader
The Principal as Professional Learning Community Leader
The School as a Home for the Mind, 2nd Edition
The School Leadership Triangle
The Self-Evaluation File
The Technology Director's Guide to Leadership

$32.95
$37.95
$24.95
$35.95
$69.95
$19.95
$39.95
$15.95
$29.95
$32.95
$39.95

LEADERSHIP

$32.95
$32.95
$19.95
$29.95
$49.95
$27.95
$45.95
$45.95
$42.95
$42.95
$150.00
$32.95
$32.95
$29.95
$49.95
$35.95
$65.95
$59.95
$32.95
$32.95
$57.95
$26.95
$19.95
$18.95
$150.00
$65.95
$37.95
$200.00
$29.95
$10.95
$38.95
$69.00
$27.95
$24.95
$54.95
$26.95
$27.95
$32.95
$35.95
$95.95
$29.95
$32.95
$37.95
$49.95
$35.95
$35.95
$32.95
$38.95
$32.95
$15.00
$69.95
$32.95
$32.95
$27.95
$45.00
$25.00
$69.95
$55.95
$43.95
$43.95
$49.95
$35.00
$29.95
$32.95
$25.95
$29.95
$32.95
$32.95
$25.95
$395.00
$32.95
$24.95
$42.95
$29.95
$45.95
$37.95
$55.00
$49.95
$35.00
$45.95

QTY

PG
Ref

CODE

4

TC0626

4

SOT2866

21

SOT9263

19
23
3
27
27
3
20
28
15

TCP8240
SOT4879
707017
CO1155
CO4855
110078
111008
109050
SOT3254

2

SOT2873

14

NE3739

1

TCP1700

6
26
14
13
20

CO8440
111015
CO7041
EYE1731
EYE8105

12

SOT2080

19
7
22

102271
TCP8257
SOT8680

2

SOT4099

24
2
2
2
5
5
8

CO4492
TCP3252
SOT3061
EYE0534
TC0589
TC0572
SOT9737

TITLE

PRICE

The Thoughtful Classroom Portfolio Series: From Note Taking to Note
Making
The Will to Lead, the Skill to Teach
Think Big, Start Small: How to Differentiate Instruction in a BrainFriendly Classroom
Thinking-Based Learning
Through New Eyes: Examining the Culture of Your School (DVD)
Tools for High-Quality Differentiated Instruction
Trainer's Bonanza: Over 1000 Fabulous Tips & Tools
TrainSmart
Transformational Teaching in the Information Age
Transformative Assessment in Action
Transforming Professional Development into Student Results
Transforming School Culture
Turning Your School Around: A Self-Guided Audit for School
Improvement
Tweak to Transform
Twelve Best Practices for Early Childhood Education: Integrating
Reggio and Other Inspired Approaches
Unmistakable Impact
Wasting Minds: Why Our Education System Is Failing and What
What Every Principal Should Know About Instructional Leaders
What Great Principals do Differently: Fifteen Things That Matter Most
What Great Teachers Do Differently
What Principals Need to Know About the Basics of Creating Brain
Compatible Classrooms
What Works In Schools
What's Worth Fighting for in the Principalship? Second Editi
Whatever It Takes: How Professional Learning Communities Res
Who Owns the Learning?: Preparing Students for Success in the
Digital Age
Whole Staff Study Groups: Creating Professional Learning C
Why Our High Schools Need the Arts
Why Social Media Matters: School Communication in the Digital Age
Wikis for School Leaders
Word Works DVD
Word Works: Cracking Vocabulary's CODE
Working With Difﬁcult & Resistant Staff

$24.95
$21.95
$27.95
$35.95
$200.00
$159.00
$29.95
$39.95
$28.95
$27.95
$25.95
$32.95
$32.95
$59.95
$39.95
$49.95
$29.95
$35.95
$32.95
$32.95
$21.95
$27.95
$18.95
$39.95
$21.95
$59.95
$29.95
$21.95
$42.95
$150.00
$24.95
$32.95

Attention ................................................................ Order Number .......................
Name of School .....................................................................................................
Address .................................................................................................................
.................................................................... State ....................P/Code ...............
Country ................................................................................................................
Email: ...................................................................................................................
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.
Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with
Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay
using that account.
Terms of Trade
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into
New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New
Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difﬁcult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection,
please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles
will give you the option to view the ﬁrst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’
on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we
will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for ﬁrm sale only
and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and return postage is
the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge
of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.
To Contact our Sales Rep
VIC contact reception on Toll Free Ph: 1800 334 603 or orders@hbe.com.au
NSW contact Judy Morrissey on 0414 424 160 or nsw1@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au
P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445
Website: http://www.hbe.com.au
Email: orders@hbe.com.au ABN: 70 495 007 372

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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